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“IPNC is one of those
rare wine gatherings that
works on every level.”
-Eric Asimov,
The New York Times
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Welcome!
26th Annual
International Pinot Noir Celebration
Thank you for the pleasure of your company at the 26th Annual
IPNC! The history and camaraderie shared between members
of the Pinot noir community are unique in the world of wine.
For the past 26 years, the IPNC has been uniting Pinot devotees
and gourmands for three luxurious days of eating, drinking,
learning and celebrating together in Oregon wine country. We
are honored to share this weekend with you.
One of the world’s oldest known grape varieties, Pinot noir is
revered for its unique ability to produce wines that embody
both strength and delicacy. There are only a few regions in the
world where it can be grown successfully, and the climates
and soils of these regions are as distinctive as the winemakers
themselves. Pinot noir reflects these differences, as well as the
common threads of care and dedication required to transform
this capricious grape into fine wine.
Pinot noir has enjoyed much success since the first International
Pinot Noir Celebration was held in 1987. The number of
Pinot noir growing regions and excellent Pinot noir producers
worldwide have grown apace with the increase in overall
quality and public appreciation of the wines. This shared
affection has continued to inspire our annual Celebration,
where winemakers from four continents and both hemispheres
pour their wines for you to explore and enjoy.
This year we come together once again in the spirit of friendship
and the common pursuit of Pinot noir in all its grand diversity.

early, EARLY bird special! Save the Date!
The Twenty-Seventh Annual Celebration will be held at
Linfield College, July 26-28, 2013. We invite you to benefit
from an exclusive EARLY, EARLY BIRD SPECIAL for all 2012
attendees. IPNC tickets are available to you for $850. Offer
ends Sunday, July 29, 2012. An early bird ticket price of $900
will be available until December 31, 2012. Tickets are sold on
a first come, first serve basis. Register online or by dropping
off the registration form found in your registration packet at
the IPNC Market in Riley Hall (#2) or at the entrance to the
Sparkling Finale on Sunday!
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General
Information
IPNC MARKET & Concierge
Guest messages, lost and found items, organic logowear
such as t-shirts and ballcaps, wine-related merchandise,
specialty foods and Riedel glassware can be found at the
IPNC Market & Concierge, located in Riley Hall (#2). To
reach the Market & Concierge, please call 503/883-5757.
Hours:
Thursday:
3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 		
7:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Saturday: 		
8:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.*
*relocated to Oak Grove from 7:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sunday: 		
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.**
**relocated to Oak Grove from 2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Complimentary Shuttle Service
A shuttle to and from off-campus participating lodging
locations will depart Linfield at posted times throughout the
weekend. The schedule is posted on the sidewalk in front
of Dillin Hall (#33), and at the concierge desk in Riley Hall
(#2). You will also find a copy in your registration packet.

Room Keys for Campus Lodging
You will be able to pick up your room keys during
registration. At the end of the weekend, please return your
keys to the drop boxes at brunch, in Riley Hall (#2), or to
the Conferences office in Malthus Hall (#9). Do not leave
your keys in your room. Linfield will charge you for lost keys.

Telephones
Phones are located in Riley Hall at the IPNC Market (#2)
and the Health & Human Performance building (#48). All
campus phones require a calling card for long-distance
calls. Please press “9” to dial out, and be sure to include
the area code for local calls.

Building Numbers
Refer to the Linfield map in the centerfold of this program.

Internet
Internet and WiFi are available on campus. Instructions for
connecting are available in your registration packet and at the
Concierge.

Restrooms
Located in Dillin Hall (#33), Riley Hall (#2), Walker Hall
(#3), Jane Failing Hall (#27), TJ Day Hall (#8) and Melrose
Hall (#1).

Smoking
Linfield is a smoke-free campus. Thank you for not
smoking.
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Schedule Group A

For event descriptions, see pages 14 - 17

THURSDAY, JULY 26

REGISTRATION
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
On the north side of Riley Hall (#2)

FRIDAY, JULY 27

REGISTRATION
7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
On the north side of Riley Hall (#2)
BREAKFAST ON THE LAWN
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
OPENING CEREMONIES
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)

7:30 - 9:00 a.m.

8:30 - 9:15 a.m.

VINEYARD TOUR & WINERY LUNCH 9:15 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Board the buses at the Memorial Fountain Lawn (#34)
promptly at 9:15 a.m.
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
For locations, please refer to individual activities in the
Event Descriptions (pp. 14 - 17)
ALFRESCO TASTING 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Dormitory Quad (#38)
THE GRAND DINNER 7:30 - 11:00 p.m.
Intramural Field (#64)

SATURDAY, JULY 28

BREAKFAST ON THE LAWN 7:30 - 9:15 a.m.
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
GRAND SEMINAR 9:30 - 11:00 a.m.
Study Abroad in Burgundy with Allen Meadows
Dillin Hall (#33)
ALFRESCO LUNCH 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Intramural Field (#64)
UNIVERSITY OF PINOT 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
Dillin Hall (#33) and TJ Day Hall (#8). See name badge for
your assigned class and location
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
For locations, please refer to individual activities in the
Event Descriptions (pp. 14 - 17)
ALFRESCO TASTING 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Dormitory Quad (#38)
NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE
Oak Grove (#63)

7:30 - 11:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, JULY 29

SPARKLING FINALE 10:00 a.m. - noon
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
For 24-hour taxi service call Shamrock Taxi at 503/4725333 and Rick Shaw Taxi at 503/883-3668.
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Schedule Group B

For event descriptions, see pages 14 - 17

THURSDAY, JULY 26

REGISTRATION
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
On the north side of Riley Hall (#2)

FRIDAY, JULY 27

REGISTRATION
7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
On the north side of Riley Hall (#2)
BREAKFAST ON THE LAWN
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
OPENING CEREMONIES
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)

7:30 - 9:00 a.m.

8:30 - 9:15 a.m.

THE GRAND SEMINAR 9:30 - 11:00 a.m.
Study Abroad in Burgundy with Allen Meadows
Dillin Hall (#33)
ALFRESCO LUNCH
Oak Grove (#63)

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF PINOT 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
Dillin Hall (#33) and TJ Day Hall (#8). See name badge for
your assigned class and location
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
For locations, please refer to individual activities in the
Event Descriptions (pp. 14 - 17)
ALFRESCO TASTING 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Dormitory Quad (#38)
THE GRAND DINNER 7:30 - 11:00 p.m.
Intramural Field (#64)

SATURDAY, JULY 28

BREAKFAST ON THE LAWN 7:30 - 9:15 a.m.
Riley Hall Hall (#2)
VINEYARD TOUR & WINERY LUNCH 9:15 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Board the buses at the Memorial Fountain Lawn (#34)
promptly at 9:15 a.m.
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
For locations, please refer to individual activities in the
Event Descriptions (pp. 14 - 17)
ALFRESCO TASTING 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Dormitory Quad (#38)
NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE
Oak Grove (#63)

7:30 - 11:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, JULY 29

SPARKLING FINALE 10:00 a.m. - noon
Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
For 24-hour taxi service call Shamrock Taxi at 503/4725333 and Rick Shaw Taxi at 503/883-3668.
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Keynote Speaker

Kyle MacLachlan

Every year we bring to the IPNC a speaker to launch the
weekend’s festivities and give guests a new perspective
on Pinot noir. We are delighted that this year’s keynote
speaker is Kyle MacLachlan. You may recognize Kyle from
hit TV shows and movies new and old, including Dune,
Blue Velvet, Twin Peaks, Sex & the City, and Desperate
Housewives. Most recently he guest-starred as the
exuberant mayor of Portland in the popular satiric sketch
comedy Portlandia. In addition to his wide-ranging roles
on screen, Kyle oversees his own wine label, Pursued by
Bear, which he started in partnership with Eric Dunham in
Walla Walla.

The Grand Seminar
STUDY ABROAD IN BURGUNDY

Allen Meadows, well-known for his unsurpassed expertise
on Burgundy, will lead full weekend guests on a tour through
the vineyards of Chambolle-Musigny, Echézeaux, GevreyChambertin, and Nuits-Saint-Georges. Guests will taste
examples and hear from winemakers Bertrand Ambroise
of Maison Ambroise (p.24), Grégory Gouges of Domaine
Henri Gouges (p.22), Jacques Lardière of Maison Louis Jadot
(p.25), and Philippe & Vincent Lécheneaut of Domaine
Lécheneaut (p.23). These five outstanding winemakers
are bringing some true gems from their cellars to help you
experience the charm of each appellation. Allen’s thoughtful
and considered approach to tasting will heighten and enrich your
enjoyment of Burgundy for years to come.

Allen Meadows, Grand Seminar Moderator

After 25 years as a finance executive, Allen Meadows
elected to retire to author a book on the subject of Burgundy,
his long time passion and obsession. The book project
evolved into an extensive quarterly review, Burghound.
com. The review was initially devoted exclusively to the
coverage of the wines of Burgundy and later added U. S.
Pinot noir and bi-annual coverage of Champagne. The
critically acclaimed quarterly publication has subscribers in
more than 50 countries and nearly all 50 states. Hailed as
“the world’s foremost Burgundy expert” by respected wine
author Matt Kramer, Meadows published his first book, The
Pearl of the Côte – the Great Wines of Vosne-Romanée,
released in July 2010.

Wines:

Domaine Lécheneaut, 2008 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru
Domaine Lécheneaut, 2008 Chambolle-Musigny
Domaine Henri Gouges, 2007 Nuits-St-Georges
1er Cru “Clos des Porrets St-Georges”
Domaine Henri Gouges, 2006 Nuits-St-Georges
1er Cru “Les Pruliers”
Maison Ambroise, 2010 Echézeaux Grand Cru
Maison Ambroise, 2008 Echézeaux Grand Cru
Maison Louis Jadot, 2006 Gevrey-Chambertin
1er Cru “Clos St-Jacques”
Maison Louis Jadot, 2001 Chambertin
Grand Cru “Clos de Bèze”
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University
of Pinot

The University of Pinot is a new element to the International
Pinot Noir Celebration. Our guests consistently ask for a
wide variety of informative seminars and tastings, and we
are pleased to offer nine different afternoon classes. All of
these small-format seminars are held in the early afternoon
after the alfresco lunch (2:00 - 3:30PM) and are included
for all full-weekend guests. Guests were encouraged to
“enroll” in their top class choice well in advance of the
IPNC. Guests that did not pre-select a course have been
randomly placed in a course where space allowed. Please
refer to your name badge for your assigned seminar.

Flying Winemakers, applied cultural studies 201
tj day hall

(#8), Room 219

Why make wine in just one region? The IPNC has assembled
a panel of bi-continental winemakers who juggle culture,
viticulture and winemaking in divergent regions. Taste the
beautiful wines of Thomas Bachelder of Bachelder Wines
(Burgundy and Oregon), Byron Kosuge of B. Kosuge Wines
(p.28, California) and Kingston Family Vineyards (p.20,
Chile), Courtney Kingston of Kingston Family Vineyards,
Alexandrine Roy of Domaine Marc Roy (p.23, Burgundy)
and Phelps Creek Vineyards (Oregon), and Ray Walsh
of Capitello Wines (p.41, Oregon and New Zealand).
Moderated by Michael Davies of Rex Hill (pp. 10,53).

Coolest of the Cool, climatology 201
dillin hall

(#33)

It is well-recognized that Pinot noir vines produce the best
fruit when they are planted in a climate with a long, cool
growing season, wherein the grapes, the vines and the
growing season are all approximately the same length.
Of course this means most vintages are nail-biters; the
grapes become ripe just as the fall rains are looming on
the horizon. So just how close to the climatic edge do
you have to be to make the best Pinot noir? Cyril Audoin
of Domaine Charles Audoin (p.20), Patrice Ollivier of
Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair (p.21), Rob Stuart of R.
Stuart & Co. (p.52), Andy Peay of Peay Vineyard (p.34), and
Blair Walter of Felton Road (p.27) will give you their take
on the benefits of growing on the edge. Taste for yourself
and see what you think. Moderated by Jason Lett of The
Eyrie Vineyards (p.11).
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University of Pinot Continued

New Zealand Wine Tour, geography 301
tj day hall

(#8), Room 108

Moderator Anna Matzinger of Archery Summit (pp.11,38)
will be joined by Rudi Bauer from Quartz Reef (p.27),
Nick Lane from Cloudy Bay (p.26), Helen Masters from Ata
Rangi (p.25), and Matt Stafford from Craggy Range (p.26)
on a guided tour of some of New Zealand’s finest Pinots.

The Real Dirt on California Pinot, geology 401
tj day hall

(#8), Room 103

We all talk about it, we all know its important, but the
truth is, there is much left to be understood about how soil
impacts a final wine. Three winemakers from very different
parts of California will tell you why their vines are planted
where the are, and what they’ve since learned about the
relationship between their soil and their Pinots. Fin du
Fresne of Chamisal (p.29) in Edna Valley, Carroll Kemp of
Red Car (p.34) on the Sonoma Coast, and Greg LaFollette
of La Follette Wines (p.33) in Healdsburg will bring soil
samples from their vineyard for you to examine (and wine
to try as well, of course) as you work on putting together one
of the most mysterious puzzles of wine growing. Moderated
by Robert Brittan of Brittan Vineyards (pp.10,40).

Revenge of the Terroirists, globalization 201
tj day hall

(#8), Room 110 (Friday)

Globalization cuts both ways. It brings us a world of exciting
wine experiences, but it also unleashes market forces that
threaten to overwhelm the soul of wine. This dilemma
affects all wine but the stakes are highest for real terroir
wines such as Pinot noir. Drawing on the lessons of his
2011 book Wine Wars, Mike Veseth (p.13) will investigate
the global forces shaping wine and explain why he has
“grape expectations” that Pinot terroirists will prevail.

Sensory Evaluation of Pinot Noir, pinot 101
tj day hall

(#8), Room 222

Whether it happens to you this IPNC or it happened to
you twenty years ago, at some point every wine taster
asks him or herself “am I doing this right?” Helpful friends,
winemakers and wine retailers tell you there’s no “right”
answer and they are correct. That’s not to say, however,
that a few useful pointers in the right direction won’t help.
“Professional pinot noir taster” and “approachable, allaround nice guy” don’t always go hand in hand, but when
you meet Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar’s Josh
Raynolds (p.12), you’ll see why we picked him to present
this seminar. Hosted by Bill Stoller of Stoller Vineyards (p.13).
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University of Pinot Continued

The Cube Project, Social Studies 301
tj day hall

(#8), Room 104

Three winemakers, three vineyards, three vintages, nine
wines - The Cube Project. Is wine made in the vineyard, or
is it the result of the winemaker’s skill and methods? This
class examines how Pommard clones express themselves
differently as a result of variations in vineyard site and
winemaker techniques. Three winemakers divided six tons
of fruit from each vineyard and shipped it to each other
to be made according to each winemaker’s style. Whether
to inoculate with commercial yeast, what percentage and
cooperage of new barrels, the fluctuation of maceration
times, as well as other elements were varied by each
winemaker. Results will be explored and evaluated by
attending guests and the panel of winemakers, including
Leslie Renaud from Lincourt (p.33, Santa Rita Hills),
Andrew Brooks from Bouchaine Vineyards (p.29, Carneros)
and Thomas Houseman from Anne Amie Vineyards (p.37,
Willamette Valley). You’ll taste the 2010 vintage from
three AVAs from these three winemakers in this unique
experiment. Moderated by Katherine Cole (p.10), wine
columnist for The Oregonian and MIX Magazine.

Coffee from Seed to Cup, extracurricular
tj day hall

(#8), Room 111 (Saturday)

Coffee is one of the most aromatically complex and flavorful
substances humans consume. Taste coffees in a traditional
cupping format where you will learn regional differences,
varietal characteristics, and discover what it takes to bring
a coffee from seed to cup. Explore growing, processing,
exporting, roasting, and preparation - an infinitely nuanced
sequence where one misstep can destroy months of work,
but where dedication, passion, and skill can result in a truly
remarkable experience. Course is led by Jonathan Sielaff
(p.12) of Portland’s Stumptown Coffee Roasters.

Tea Seminar, extracurricular
tj day hall

(#8), Room 111 (Friday)

Aromas, flavors, tannins, balance, structure, depth,
complexity, richness. These are all words we commonly use
to describe Pinot noir. They all apply equally well to tea.
Steven Smith (p.13) of Portland’s Steven Smith Teamaker
sources his aromas and flavors from the far corners of the
world, but also from places just under his nose, right here
in Oregon. The result is a wonderfully interesting array
of teas from everyday to exotic. Take a break from Pinot
noir and try applying your senses to tea as Steve takes you
through a guided tasting and discussion.
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Featured Speakers
David Adelsheim, Adelsheim Vineyard
(Add-on Seminar: Icons of the New World)
David Adelsheim founded Adelsheim Vineyard in 1971. As
the original winemaker he established the winery’s focus
on rich, complex Pinot noirs and elegant white wines.
Adelsheim Vineyard uses sustainable farming practices and
takes great care to bring out the best in each of their unique
vineyard sites. In the winery, they combine traditional and
modern techniques, crafting wines in a style that centers on
elegance, complexity, and richness in flavor and texture. In
his role today as winery president and co-owner, he focuses
his attention on marketing and sales, financial planning, and
overall direction of vineyard and winemaking activities.

Robert Brittan, Brittan Vineyards (Geology 401)

Robert Brittan’s winemaking career began in a dorm room
at Oregon State University, where he was a physics and
philosophy major. Being both geeky and broke, he soon
realized that alcohol was an attractant to co-eds, so he began
a career in fermentation sciences in order to get a date. He
soon moved to Napa Valley and made wine for Far Niente,
Saint Andrews and Stags’ Leap Winery. With over 30 years
of experience, Robert brings a wealth of viticultural and
winemaking knowledge to the table. His passion for Pinot
noir has now brought him to the McMinnville AVA, where
he makes his wine for Brittan Vineyards. In addition to his
own label, Robert is also the winemaker for the Winderlea
and Ayoub wines, both located in the Dundee Hills. As
Robert has found, Pinot noir lends itself to many wonderful
interpretations, depending on the soils and microclimates
where it is grown.

Katherine Cole, The Oregonian (Social Studies 301)

Katherine Cole is the wine columnist for The Oregonian
newspaper and MIX magazine. Her recently published
book on biodynamic winegrowing, Voodoo Vintners
(Oregon State University Press), has been praised by
publications such as The New York Times, Wine Spectator
and Huffington Post. Katherine is also the author of Oregon
Wine, the app, for Android, iPhone and iPad. Her newest
project is Sipping Stories, an Internet radio show and podcast
featuring interviews with beverage-world influencers.

Michael Davies, Rex Hill Vineyards
(Applied Cultural Studies 201)

Michael Davies is winemaker for A to Z Wineworks and
REX HILL wineries and makes Matzinger Davies wines
with his wife, Anna. A small town New Zealander, Michael
completed a Bachelor of Arts in Economics, Scandinavian
Studies and Political Science at the University of Auckland
and tested the unusual employment possibilities that
afforded before returning to Lincoln University for a postgraduate diploma in Viticulture & Enology. Prior to joining
A to Z Wineworks, he served for 6 years at Chehalem as
the Vineyard Manager and Assistant Winemaker. He has
also worked in Burgundy, California, the Hunter Valley of
Australia and numerous regions of New Zealand.
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Featured Speakers
John Haeger, (Add-On Seminar: Icons of the New World)

John Winthrop Haeger is an historian, educator, and wine
writer. A Princeton University graduate with a doctorate in Chinese history from the University of California,
Berkeley, where he developed a specialty in the history of
the Sung Dynasty, he has taught at Pomona and Linfield
Colleges and the University of California, San Diego. His
interest in wine began in graduate school, and his articles
about wine appeared in national publications (including
Connoisseur, Wine & Spirits, Sunset, Los Angeles and
Saveur) beginning in 1986. His first book about wine,
North American Pinot Noir was named Louis Roederer
International Wine Book of the Year for 2005. The second,
Pacific Pinot Noir: A Comprehensive Winery Guide for
Consumers and Connoisseurs, was published in 2008.

Jacques Lardière, Maison Louis Jadot
(Add-on Seminar: A Life in Wine with Jacques Lardière)
Born in 1948 in Vendée, France, Jacques Lardière decided at
an early age to dedicate his life to winemaking. Graduated
with distinction from the school of Viticulture and
Oenology of Alentours, in Mâcon, Mr. Lardière was drawn
to research in the biology of aromas and bacteria under
close association with Professor Brechot of the Pasteur
Institute and Jules Chauvet who has worked his whole life
on the aromatic identification. In 1970, Mr. Lardière joined
Maison Louis Jadot in the capacity of assistant oenologist
under Mr. André Gagey, then Managing Director. He was
appointed Technical Director in 1980, and is respected
as one of France’s most brilliant, passionate and inspired
winemakers.

Jason Lett, The Eyrie Vineyards (Climatology 201)

Jason Lett is the second-generation president, winemaker,
vineyard manager (and self-proclaimed curator) of The
Eyrie Vineyards in Oregon. As the son of vanguard
producers David and Diana Lett, Jason has had 40 years
of experience with Oregon vineyards and winemaking,
and has worked in Europe and New Zealand as well.
He combines his hands-on experience with an academic
background in research ecology. Jason returned to the
winery as winemaker in 2005. In 2008, his father David
passed away, leaving the winery and vineyards under the
stewardship of Jason and his mother. When he’s not making
wine, Jason and his wife Dianne tend a small farm of their
own, with livestock including goats, sheep, chickens, and
three young children.

Anna Matzinger, Archery Summit (Geography 301)

Anna began her winemaking career as a lab technician at
Beringer Vineyards in Napa Valley. After working harvests
and helping make wine in New Zealand, Australia and
California, Anna joined the winemaking team at Archery
Summit in 1999. Three years later, she became winemaker.
Since 1993, Archery Summit has been committed to
producing superior quality Pinot noir from 115 acres of
estate vineyards in the Dundee Hills of Oregon.
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Featured Speakers
Michael McNeill, Hanzell Vineyards
(Add-On Seminar: Icons of the New World)
In a personal quest to understand and produce significant
Pinot noir and Chardonnay, Michael McNeill has spent
many years in California, Oregon, and Burgundy. In
his early winemaking days, Michael worked honing his
talent and skills at the prestigious Chalone Vineyards.
His appointment as Director of Winemaking at Hanzell
Vineyards has brought him full circle in working with
the great California pioneers. His approach is to glean as
much information as possible before making decisions—
decisions based in honoring a style of age-worthy wines
that are the singular expression of this iconic site.

Dave Paige, Adelsheim Vineyard
(Add-on Seminar: Icons of the New World)
Dave graduated from U.C. Davis with a degree in Fermentation Science in 1989. Dave’s experience has included
time at wineries in the Sierra Nevada foothills, Napa Valley, Australia, and Monterey. While making Pinot noir
at two wineries in Monterey, Dave visited Oregon many
times to compare ideas with other Pinot producers. On one
such trip in 2001, he and David Adelsheim discussed their
shared belief that restrained winemaking methods lead to
greater complexity and balance. Dave joined Adelsheim
as Winemaker in September of that year, just in time for
harvest. He has brought an open-minded approach and a
willingness to combine new and old techniques in pursuit
of classic, elegant wines.

Josh Raynolds, Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
(Pinot 101)
Josh Raynolds is the assistant editor of Stephen Tanzer’s
International Wine Cellar and a contributor to winophilia.
com, Tanzer’s online wine magazine. He is responsible for
the IWC’s annual reviews of the wines of Oregon, California’s
Sonoma Valley and Central Coast, Chile, Spain, France’s
Loire Valley, Champagne, Mâcon, Beaujolais and Rhône
Valley’s and Australia. After graduating college in 1985,
Josh worked in wine retail in Washington D.C., followed
by extensive travel and work in Europe’s vineyards and
cellars in 1989 and 1990. He worked in wine importing
from 1991 until 2005, when he joined the IWC.

Jonathan Sielaff, Stumptown Coffee Roasters
(Extracurricular)
Coffee, a relatively young beverage, is now entering its
first renaissance. It has never tasted as good as it does
today, and yet it is still evolving! It is that revelation that
first infatuated Jonathan Sielaff with the world of coffee.
His fascination grew as he learned how the crafts of
growing, processing, roasting, and the skillful preparation
were required to achieve a perfect cup. After eight years
in the tea business, he joined Stumptown Coffee in 2008
and transferred his obsession to a new muse. He currently
manages Stumptown’s four cafes and tasting room in
Portland and runs their training and education program.
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Featured Speakers
Steven Smith, Smith Teamaker (Extracurricular)

Steve Smith wasn’t born with a silver spoon in his mouth.
But he uses one every day to taste, test and perfect some
of the most interesting teas in the world. Smith Teamaker
is a wonderfully small teaworks on a shady street in
Portland, Oregon where one may encounter the finest,
freshest full leaf teas, tonics and elixirs handcrafted in very
small batches by master teamaker Steve Smith and his
talented, hand-picked team. During the harvest of 2011,
Steve collaborated with Adelsheim Vineyard to explore the
possibilities of a Pinot noir tea.

Bill Stoller, Stoller Vineyards (Pinot 101)

Bill Stoller oversees Stoller Vineyards in Dayton, Oregon.
Born on the winery property, Bill eventually purchased the
land after recognizing the great vineyard potential given
the rocky, well-drained Jory soils, southern aspect, and
elevation band ideal for grape growing. Stoller released
an inaugural Pinot Noir in 2001 and Bill’s innovative
vision blending vineyard stewardship with environmental
sustainability was recognized in 2006 when Stoller became
the first LEED® certified winemaking facility in the United
States attaining the rare Gold level certification. Bill is an
avid wine collector and supporter of many wine-related
charitable organizations including Classic Wine Auction
and ¡Salud! in addition to the International Pinot Noir
Celebration.

Mike Veseth, The Wine Economist
(Globalization 201)

Mike Veseth is the Robert G. Albertson Professor of
International Political Economy at the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma, Washington. He is an authority on the
political economy of globalization and the global wine
market. Mike is editor of The Wine Economist blog and
author of more than a dozen books including Wine Wars:
The Curse of the Blue Nun, the Miracle of Two Buck Chuck
and the Revenge of the Terroirists, which was named
a Wine Book of the Year by JancisRobinson.com and a
Best American Wine Book by Gourmand International.
A dynamic speaker, Mike was selected 2010 Washington
State Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education.

Alder Yarrow, Vinography.com & JancisRobinson.com
(Add-On Seminar: A Life in Wine with Jacques Lardière)
Since January of 2004, Alder Yarrow has been publishing
the much-lauded wine blog Vinography.com, where
he writes daily about wines, the wine world, and good
restaurants around the globe. Alder concentrates on sharing
the stories, the people, and the passion behind wine from
a decidedly down-to-earth perspective, often exploring
the quirky or controversial aspects of wine. In addition
to Vinography, Alder writes a monthly column for Jancis
Robinson’s web site, and contributes to various magazines
and book projects. He lives in San Francisco with his wife
and daughter.
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Event
Descriptions
REGISTRATION

North side of Riley Hall (#2)
Early registration is strongly encouraged as IPNC begins
early in the morning on Friday with Opening Ceremonies at
8:30 a.m. and buses departing promptly at 9:15 a.m. for the
Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch.

OPENING CEREMONIES

Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
IPNC President Bill Stoller welcomes you and introduces
you to keynote speaker Kyle MacLachlan and the featured
winemakers.

BREAKFAST ON THE PATIO

Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
Begin each day with an array of locally baked bread and
pastries, Oregon’s legendary berries, cured meats, and
additional savory items.

GRAND SEMINAR

Study Abroad with Allen Meadows in Burgundy
Dillin Hall (#33)
Join moderator Allen Meadows on a tour through the vineyards
of Chambolle-Musigny, Echézeaux, Gevrey-Chambertin, and
Nuits-Saint-Georges. Guests will sample wines and hear
from winemakers Bertrand Ambroise of Maison Ambroise,
Grégory Gouges of Domaine Henri Gouges, Jacques Lardière
of Maison Louis Jadot, and Philippe & Vincent Lécheneaut
of Domaine Lécheneaut. These five outstanding winemakers
are bringing some true gems from their cellars to help you
experience the charm of each appellation. Allen’s thoughtful
and considered approach to tasting will heighten and enrich
your enjoyment of Burgundy for years to come.

ALFRESCO LUNCH

Oak Grove (#63) Friday / Intramural Field (#64) Saturday
Relax with featured winemakers and fellow guests as you
savor an exquisite meal of homegrown ingredients prepared
by Scott Dolich & Will Preisch (The Bent Brick - Fri), Jason
Franey (Canlis - Sat), Michael Stanton (The Heathman - Sat),
John Gorham (Interurban - Fri), Cheryl Wakerhauser (Pix
Patisserie - Fri), and David Briggs (Xocolatl de David - Sat).

VINEYARD TOUR & WINERY LUNCH
Life Sciences 425: Conception, Production, &
the Mysteries of Pinot Noir

At Assigned Wineries (Group indicated on name badge)
Travel through the vine-covered countryside to a nearby
Willamette Valley winery where you will enjoy a guided
stroll through the vineyard and around the winery. Once
inside, you’ll get a sneak peak of what this bucolic scene
looks like in the thick of harvest. A short video, shot during
harvest, will trace your winemaker’s steps as they guide
grapes from vine to barrel. Guest winemakers will use
the film as a touchpoint to explain their own winemaking
process and, of course, you will taste the final product. After
the tasting, enjoy an array of wines paired with a multicourse meal crafted by one of our esteemed guest chefs.

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

Various Locations
See pages 16 and 17 for descriptions of all afternoon
activities.
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Descriptions
UNIVERSITY OF PINOT

TJ Day Hall (#8) & Dillin Hall (#33)
The University of Pinot is a new element to the International
Pinot Noir Celebration, featuring nine different afternoon
classes catering to a wide variety of informative seminars
and tastings. Guests were encouraged to pre-select their
classes. Guests that did not enroll in a course prior to the
event were randomly placed in a course where space
allowed. Please refer to your name badge for your assigned
seminar. Full descriptions of all nine classes can be found
on pages 7 to 9.

ALFRESCO TASTINGS

Dormitory Quad (#38)
Each evening before dinner, the IPNC hosts grand outdoor
tastings where you will have the rare opportunity to meet
featured winemakers and taste, discuss and compare the
2009 and 2010 vintages from your favorite wineries and
Pinot regions.

GRAND DINNER

Intramural Field (#64)
Celebrate under the stars with Pinot noir producers and
lovers from around the world. Featuring the talent of local
chefs Chris Israel (Grüner), Gabriel Rucker (Le Pigeon / Little
Bird), Dustin Clark (Wildwood), and Kristen D. Murray.
Throughout the evening, IPNC Maitres d’Hotel will pour an
outstanding collection of wines from the IPNC wine library.
During the Grand Dinner, guests have the opportunity to
bid on rare Pinot noir at the IPNC Bottle Auction.

NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE

Oak Grove (#63)
A long-standing tradition of the IPNC, the Salmon Bake
dramatically showcases wild salmon roasted on alder stakes
over a huge custom-built fire pit. Bask in the warm glow of
a lantern-lit Oak Grove where cellared Pinot noir and an
array of white wines accompany an extravagant outdoor
buffet designed by local chefs Andrew Biggs (Hunt &
Gather Catering), Ben Dyer, David Kreifels & Jason Owens
(Laurelhurst Market) and Jason Stoller Smith (Timberline
Lodge). Sample an extraordinary assortment of delectable
desserts prepared by chef-instructors Charles Drabkin and
Traci Edlin and their talented students (Edmonds Community
College). After dinner, enjoy music and dancing under the
stars.

SPARKLING FINALE

Riley Hall Lawn (#2)
Raise your glass in a festive toast as you bid farewell to
the 2012 Celebration at our sumptuous brunch paired
with fine sparkling wines. Jesse Kincheloe (Community
Plate), Tobias Hogan & Ethan Powell (EaT: An Oyster Bar),
Eric Ferguson and Carmen Peirano (Fino in Fondo), Mark
Hosack (Gracie’s), Mieko Nordin and Ko Kagawa (Kame),
and Walt Alexander and Kevin Atchley (Pine State Biscuits)
will prepare a final meal to send you off in style.
Sparkling wines to be served with brunch include:
R. Stuart & Co., Rosé d’Or Brut NV
J Vineyards, Brut Rosé NV Russian River Valley
Quartz Reef, Methode Traditionnelle NV
Champagne Gonet-Medeville, NV Blanc-de-Noirs, 1er Cru
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Descriptions
FRIDAY AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

On Friday afternoon, enjoy a variety of formal and informal
activities including:

WINE COUNTRY BREWS & CHARCUTERIE

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m
Savor craft beer from a few of the WIllamette Valley’s
greatest brewers, including Double Mountain, Golden
Valley Brew Pub, Heater Allen, Long Brewing, and Upright
Brewing. While enjoying your beer, sample through the
delicious charcuterie of Portland’s Olympic Provisions.

SUPPORTERS EXHIBITION

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Sample a range of artisan foods and beverages courtesy of
IPNC supporters:
cookie |box|
Hot Lips Soda
KIND Snacks
Nicky Farms
Oregon Berries
Red Ridge Farms
Smith Teamaker
Stumptown Coffee Roasters

BOOK FAIR & AUTHOR SIGNING

Fred Meyer Lounge in Riley Hall (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Meet authors of wine and food books, and buy signed
copies for yourself!

IPNC ARCHIVES EXHIBIT

Jereld R. Nicholson Library (#58a) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Take a glimpse at Linfield College’s collection of photographs
and documents that trace the history of the Oregon wine
industry and the International Pinot Noir Celebration.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON ADD-ON SEMINAR

This ticketed afternoon tasting seminar is offered as an addon to the IPNC weekend.

A LIFE IN WINE:
A RESTROSPECTIVE TASTING WITH JACQUES LARDIÈRE

Riley Hall (#2), Room 201, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
After 42 years, Jacques Lardière (p.11) is retiring from Maison
Louis Jadot, but not before bringing us an unbelievable
vertical tasting, starting with with the lovely 1989 vintage
and ending with 2005. Do not miss this opportunity to meet
an amazing man and taste highlights of his career as one
of the pre-eminent figures in Burgundy. Hosted by Alder
Yarrow (p.13). Available only to guests who purchased à la
carte add-on tickets prior to the event.
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

On Saturday afternoon, enjoy a variety of formal and
informal activities including:

WHITE WINE & CHEESE TASTING

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Enjoy a variety of our featured wineries’ white wines paired
with artisanal Oregon cheese.

SABERING SPECTACLE

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 4:00 - 4:30 p.m.
IPNC sommeliers will compete to see who is talented
enough to open a Champagne bottle with unusual items,
including a saber!

JAZZ AND ICED TEA

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Rest your feet in the kiddie pool as you relax to music from
long-time IPNC jazz ensemble, the Warren Rand Quartet.

ICE CREAM

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Fight the afternoon heat with a tasting of artisan ice cream
from Portland’s Salt and Straw.

IPNC ARCHIVES EXHIBIT

Jereld R. Nicholson Library (#58a) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Take a glimpse at Linfield College’s collection of photographs
and documents that trace the history of the Oregon wine
industry and the International Pinot Noir Celebration.

MOVIE SCREENING: A YEAR IN BURGUNDY

ICE Auditorium in Melrose Hall (#1) 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
IPNC will see the first-ever screening of the new
documentary film, A Year in Burgundy. With longtime
IPNC friend Martine Saunier as their guide, the filmmakers
traveled to Burgundy in each season of 2011 following
seven of the region’s most respected winemaking families.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON ADD-ON SEMINAR

This ticketed afternoon tasting seminar is offered as an addon to the IPNC weekend.

ICONS OF THE NEW WORLD: THE PINOTS OF
HANZELL & ADELSHEIM

Riley Hall (#2), Room 201, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
It takes a unique personality to be a pioneer: strong-willed,
hard-working and the ability to put self-doubt on hold while
living one’s dreams. You will see how these personality
traits carry over into wines as John Haeger (p.11), David
Adelsheim (p.10), Dave Paige (p.12) and Michael McNeill
(p.12) lead you through library selections from the historic
Hanzell and Adelsheim wineries. Available only to guests
who purchased à la carte add-on tickets prior to the
event.
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Walkabout
SUNDAY, JULY 29
Oak Grove (#63)

2:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Welcome to the 26th Annual
International Pinot Noir Celebration!
A POCKET VERSION OF THE THREE-DAY IPNC WEEKEND
IPNC President Bill Stoller will welcome guests to Oregon’s
largest outdoor tasting of domestic and international Pinot
noir. Enjoy 70 featured Pinots, split into two tasting sessions
with a break in the middle for winemaker introductions.
Take advantage of this unique opportunity to meet some
of the world’s finest Pinot noir winemakers and taste their
wines alongside divine dishes prepared by top-notch
northwest chefs.
Chefs include: Eric Joppie (Bar Avignon), Patrick Fleming
and Brannon Riceci (Boke Bowl), Christopher Flanagan
(The Dundee Bistro), Ashley & Ethan Bisagna (Feastworks),
Pierre Kolisch (Juniper Grove Farm), Ken Forkish (Ken’s
Artisan Bakery), David Rosales (La Capitale Brasserie),
Timothy Hodges (La Rambla Restaurant & Bar), John
Stewart (Meat Cheese Bread), Gregory Denton (Ox), Keena
Tallman & Shane Chapman (PBJs), Laurie Furch (Red Fox
Bakery), Fred Carlo (Salumeria di Carlo), Fernando &
Marlene Divina (Terrace Kitchen), and Elizabeth Beekley
(Two Tarts Bakery).
Your ticket includes a tasting of all featured wines and food,
as well as a commemorative IPNC logo Oregon Pinot noir
glass.
Talk about the Walkabout: Wine buyers from New Seasons
Markets will be providing guided tours to some of their
favorite featured wineries throughout the event. This is an
excellent way to learn more about the wines you will be
tasting. Please meet the New Seasons guides near the IPNC
gift shop (located close to the entrance).

“Walkabout is full of all the things I want out
of a tasting: wines from some of the best Pinot
producers in the world, complimented by foods
from some of the region’s finest restaurants, all
in one afternoon.”
- Anna Matzinger, Winemaker, Archery Summit
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Featured
Wineries

Canada
AVERILL CREEK

Address: 6552 North Road, Duncan, BC V9L 6K9
Tel: 250/709-9986, Fax: 250/709-9987
Website: averillcreek.ca
Email: andyj@averillcreek.ca
Represented by Andy & Wendy Johnston
Featured wine: 2009 Reserve
Averill Creek was founded with one simple purpose - to produce
world-class estate grown wines. The vineyard itself was established
in 2001 on Vancouver Island, Canada, in the Cowichan Valley
wine region, and consists of 32 acres of planted vines at an elevation
between 118 and 240 meters above sea level. Owner and winemaker
Andy Johnston, having worked several seasons in Australia, New
Zealand, Italy, and France, chose this particular site in order to grow
Pinot noir and other cool weather varietals, with the hope that the
terroir of the Cowichan Valley would yield grapes of high quality
and unique character. Currently Vancouver Island’s largest winery,
Averill Creek remains committed to the goal of producing estate
grown wines of exceptional quality. Every year, with the help of
the Cowichan Valley microclimate, we strive to create new wines
that showcase the potential of what Vancouver Island has to offer.
Combining the attention to quality that can only be achieved in
handcrafted, small batch production, with the attention to detail only
possible with state-of-the art equipment and techniques, the art and
science of winemaking come together at Averill Creek.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

QUAILS’ GATE WINERY
3303 Boucherie Rd., West Kelowna, BC V1Z 2H3
Tel: 1-800/420-9463, Fax: 250/769-3451
Website: quailsgate.com
Email: info@quailsgate.com
Represented by Tyler Galts & Grant Stanley
Featured wine: 2009 Stewart Family Reserve
Quails’ Gate Winery is nestled in the beautiful Okanagan
Valley, Canada. Owned and operated by the Stewart Family,
pioneering horticulturists for over 100 years, Quails’ Gate is
internationally recognized as a top producer of Pinot Noir
and Chardonnay. They, along with many of the winery’s
other products, have garnered more than their share of
national and international awards and accolades. Their
winemaker, Grant Stanley and the Stewarts are leading the
way in helping to articulate the distinctive qualities of the
Okanagan terroir that unequivocally define and shape the
flavors of the grapes grown in the Valley.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Chile
KINGSTON FAMILY VINEYARDS
520 La Mesa Dr., Portola Valley, CA 94028
Tel: 650/854-4146
Website: kingstonvineyards.com
Email: info@kingstonvineyards.com
Represented by Courtney Kingston
Featured wine: 2009 Alazan
Kingston Family Vineyards specializes in small production
Pinot noir, Syrah, and Sauvignon blanc from our hillside
vineyards located in the far western reaches of the
Casablanca Valley. 2003 saw the first vintage with a total
of 450 cases. While coastal Casablanca is mostly known
for its white wines, we are also championing its potential
for cool-climate reds. The winemaker, Byron Kosuge, is
from Napa where he made Saintsbury’s Pinot Noir for 14
years. Evelyn Vidal, our assistant winemaker, manages our
winery in Casablanca. We are among the few “garagistes”
in Chile: Byron and Evelyn make our wines in small oneton fermenters. We brought our punch-down tool, and
other pieces of winemaking equipment, down to Chile in a
ski-bag from Napa. Our wines are unfiltered and unfined.
The only pump our wines ever see is at bottling. Everything
about our limited production wines is done by hand.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

France - Burgundy
DOMAINE CHARLES AUDOIN
7, rue de la Boulotte, 21160 Marsannay-la-Côte
Tel: 33/3 80 52 34 24
Represented by Cyril Audoin
Featured wine: 2009 Marsannay Les Longeroies
Domaine Charles Audoin is located in the Marsannay
appellation just south of Dijon, which is known as the
“Gateway to Burgundy.” The Domaine began in 1972 with
just three hectares of vines. Along with his wife, oenologist
Marie-Françoise Audoin, Charles Audoin has since built
up their Domaine to 14 hectares. Their son Cyril has been
on board since 2000, and together they are continuing the
Burgundian tradition of respecting the terroir. Their vines
on average are 45 years old. In the winery, they bottle
without fining or filtering and produce about 4,000 cases
annually.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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DOMAINE FANNY SABRE
Rue Oudot, 21200 Beaune
Tel: 33/3 80 24 09 39
Email: lesvinsfannysabre@voila.fr
Represented by Fanny Sabre
Featured wine: 2009 Pommard Charmot 1er Cru
Fanny Sabre has cellars in the heart of Beaune and vineyards
in Corton, Pommard, Savigny, Beaune and Meursault. Her
wines are a true expression of Pinot noir and Chardonnay,
subtle, elegant, light in color yet complex and deeply
flavored. She is a micro producer in the true sense of the
word. She says, “ I am only one!” From viticulture to bottling
and labeling, she does it all, almost perfectly. She makes
wines in a very natural manner, which is not surprising
when you consider that she learned her trade from Philippe
Pacalet, who helped at the domaine when Fanny’s father
passed away in 2000. As one of the new leaders of the
natural wine movement, the tiny amounts of the wines she
produces are highly sought after by the natural wine bars
popping up all over in Paris and New York.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

DOMAINE FOUGERAY DE BEAUCLAIR
44, rue Mazy B.P. 36 21160, Marsannay-la-Côte, France
Tel: 33/3 80 52 21 12
Email: fougeraydebeauclair@wanadoo.fr
Represented by Patrice Ollivier
Featured wine: 2010 Clos Marion
It was in the late 1970s that Domaine Fougeray de
Beauclair came to life by the acquisition of renowned
appellations in the Côte de Nuits and the Côte de Beaune,
such as Bonnes Mares Grand Cru. Domaine Fougeray
de Beauclair’s philosophy is based on “top quality.” By
employing such methods as limited output, strict sorting
of the grapes, vinification under heat control, and maturing
in new or recent barrels, they have made it possible for
the different appellations to hold the top ranks among the
most famous Burgundian domaines. These methods have
enabled Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair’s wines to be
offered in the finest restaurants, cellars, and specialty shops
throughout the world.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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DOMAINE HENRI GOUGES
7, rue du Moulin - BP145, 21704 Nuits-Saint-Georges
Tel: 33/03 80 61 04 40
Website: gouges.com
Email: domaine@gouges.com
Represented by Grégory Gouges
At Domaine Henri Gouges, man takes root in the soil
like the ancient vines he produces. Once, it was Henri,
then Michel and Marcel, today it is Pierre, Christian and
their successor, Grégory. For nearly eighty years, the
soil has soaked up the sweat of these enthusiasts on the
fifteen hectares that make up the family domaine. Since
the beginning of the century, all the work in the Gouges
family can be summarized in the maxim: “it is whilst still
on the vine that a fine wine matures.” Gouge’s holdings in
Nuits-Saint-Georges represent some of the most beautiful
selections from the Côte d’Or.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

DOMAINE HUBER VERDEREAU
Rue de la Cave - 21190 Volnay
Tel: 33/03 80 22 51 50
Email: contact@huber-verdereau.com
Website: huber-verdereau.com
Represented by Thiébault Huber
Featured wine: 2010 Volnay Robardelle
In 1994, Thiébault Huber created Huber-Verdereau from a
vineyard passed down from his grandfather (less than three
hectares). Before, Thiébault was a wine-waiter in a famous
restaurant on the Côte d’Azur. Over the years, the Domaine
grew to 6.7 hectares of vineyards, from Volnay to PulignyMontrachet. The current annual production is 3,200 cases
of red and white wine. He has been producing organic
wines since 2001 and biodynamic wines since 2005.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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DOMAINE LÉCHENEAUT
14, rue des Seuillets, 21700 Nuits-Saint-Georges
Tel: 33/3 80 61 05 96
Represented by Philippe & Vincent Lécheneaut
Featured wine: 2010 Nuits-St-Georges les Damodes
Fernand Lécheneaut bought the 22-hectare Domaine in the
1960’s. Based mainly in the Côte de Nuits region, the estate
is spread through the appellations of Nuit-Saint-Georges,
Morey-Saint-Denis, Vosne-Romanée and ChambolleMusigny. In addition, the Domaine has a small vineyard
in the grand cru Clos de la Roche in Morey-Saint-Denis.
90% of the vines are Pinot noir, 5% Chardonnay and 5%
Aligote. Domaine Fernand Lécheneaut has been run since
1985 by brothers Vincent and Philippe Lécheneaut, who
are admirable vignerons. The traditional estate in NuitsSaint-Georges is considered one of the finest in Burgundy.
Once harvested, the wine spends 18 months in barrique
without any fining or filtration. The wines produced here
are superbly crafted, concentrated yet forward and elegant
with well integrated oak. Wine availability is strictly
limited.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

DOMAINE MARC ROY
8, avenue de la gare, 21220 Gevrey-Chambertin
Tel: 33/3 80 51 81 13
Email: domainemarcroy@orange.fr
Represented by Alexandrine Roy & Régine Roy
Featured wine: 2009 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos Prieur
Domaine Marc Roy includes nine acres of Pinot noir in
Gevrey-Chambertin split into three distinctive “Cuvées”.
“Vieilles Vignes” is made from a selection of the oldest
vines of the estate (about 70 years old). “Clos Prieur” is
made from this specific “climat”, ideally located just below
the Grand Cru “Mazis-Chambertin”. “Cuvée Alexandrine”
was first created in 2005 and made from a selection of
“millerandées” grapes. One other acre is planted with
Chardonnay to produce a rare white Marsannay «Les
Champs Perdrix». After wine studies in Beune, Alexandrine
took over as the 4th generation owner/winemaker of
Domaine Marc Roy in 2003. She continued to further her
wine knowledge through experiences in Australia (2004)
and New-Zealand (2005). Additionally, since 2007 she has
been the consulting winemaker for Phelps Creek Vineyards
in Oregon. Because great wines are born in the vineyards,
Alexandrine gives strong attention all year long to the soils
and vines to bring low yields of top quality grapes. Then,
traditional winemaking with 100% destemmed-grapes,
fermentation with native yeasts, punch downs by foot and
moderated oak maturation treatments allows Alexandrine
to craft wines with soul that reflect Gevrey-Chambertin’s
specific and unique terroirs.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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DOMAINE PAVELOT
1, Chemin des Guettottes, 21420 Savigny-lès-Beaune
Tel: 33/3 80 21 55 21
Website: domainepavelot.com
Represented by Hugues & Pierre-Yves Pavelot
Featured wine: 2010 Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er cru 		
		
Les Serpentières
For multiple generations the Pavelots have been among the
leading producers in Savigny-lès-Beaune, a picturesque
village just north of Beaune and below the flanks of the
hill of Corton. Jean-Marc and his son Hugues now run
the domaine in tandem, with Hugues having joined in
1999. They own just under 30 acres in Savigny, PernandVergelesses and Beaune, spread across dozens of small
parcels. They produce both red & white villages wines
from Savigny, and a total of eight different 1er Crus – each
of which has its own distinct personality. The Pavelot
wines are always rich and full of fruit, yet understated and
elegant at the same time. They work the vineyards without
herbicides, preferring to plough in the traditional manner.
The villages wines see no new oak, and the 1er Crus about
15-30% depending on the vineyard and the vintage.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

MAISON AMBROISE
Rue de l’Eglise, 21700 Premeaux-Prissey
Tel: 33/3 80 62 30 19
Website: ambroise.com/en
Represented by Bertrand Ambroise
Featured wine: 2010 Echézeaux
The Ambroise family settled in Premeaux-Prissey, near
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 300 years ago. Bertrand Ambroise
studied viticulture and winemaking and then traveled
to Champagne and Cognac to learn the approaches of
other regions. In 1987, he created the house of Ambroise,
a négociant that also draws on the family’s 40 acres,
which includes two Premier Crus in Nuits-Saint-Georges.
They now produce 11,000 cases a year with bottlings of
Chardonnay and Pinot noir. Bertrand views winemaking as
a dialogue between traditionalists and modernists.

NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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MAISON LOUIS JADOT
21, rue Eugene Spuller, 21200 Beaune
Tel: 33/3 80 22 10 57
Website: louisjadot.com
Email:international@louisjadot.com
Represented by Jacques Lardière & Thibault Gagey
Born in 1948 in Vendée, France, Jacques Lardière decided at
an early age to dedicate his life to winemaking. Graduating
with distinction from the school of Viticulture and
Oenology of Alentours, in Mâcon, Mr. Lardière was drawn
to research in the biology of aromas and bacteria under
close association with Professor Brechot of the Pasteur
Institute and Jules Chauvet who has worked his whole life
on the aromatic identification. In 1970, Mr. Lardière joined
Maison Louis Jadot in the capacity of assistant oenologist
under Mr. André Gagey, then managing director. He was
appointed technical director in 1980, and is respected
as one of France’s most brilliant, passionate and inspired
winemakers.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

New Zealand
ATA RANGI
14 Puruatanga Rd., Martinborough 5711
Tel: 64/6 306 9570
Website: atarangi.com
Email: wines@atarangi.co.nz
Represented by Helen Masters
Featured wine: 2010 Ata Rangi
Ata Rangi, meaning “dawn sky” or “new beginning”, is a
small New Zealand winery with a big reputation for serious
Pinot Noir. Located at the southern end of the North Island,
it is owned and managed by a family trio - Clive Paton,
his wife Phyll and his sister Alison. Clive planted his first
vines on a small, stony sheep paddock at the edge of the
Martinborough village in 1980 as one of a handful of people
who pioneered winegrowing in the area. Ata Rangi Pinot
Noir is undoubtedly the flagship wine, and in 2010 was
honoured with the inaugural Tipuranga Teitei o Aotearoa or
“Grand Cru of New Zealand”. With a skilled team in place,
including dynamic winemaker Helen Masters, Clive now
has more time to focus on his commitment to conservation
and to the Ata Rangi alliance with Project Crimson.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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CLOUDY BAY
PO Box 376, Blenheim
Tel: 64/3 520 9140
Website: cloudybay.co.nz
email: info@cloudybay.co.nz
Represented by Nick Blampied-Lane
Featured wine: 2010 Cloudy Bay
Established in 1985, Cloudy Bay Vineyards is situated in
the Wairau Valley in Marlborough at the northern end of
New Zealand’s South Island. Innovation and meticulous
attention to detail are the guiding principles of Cloudy
Bay. Cloudy Bay has estate vineyards located at prime sites
within the Wairau Valley, and long-term supply agreements
with five Wairau Valley growers. The main varieties grown
are Sauvignon blanc, Chardonnay, and Pinot noir with
lesser quantities of Gewürztraminer, Riesling, and Pinot
gris. The team is committed to producing ‘wines of region’
and strives to enhance the pure, bracing flavours and
stunning vibrancy, naturally afforded by the climate and
soils of Marlborough.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

CRAGGY RANGE
253 Waimarama Rd., Havelock North 4294
Tel: 64/6 873 7126
Website: craggyrange.com
Email: info@craggyrange.com
Represented by Matt Stafford
Featured wine: 2009 Te Muna Road Vineyard
Since graduating from Lincoln University in 2003 with
a BSc (Soil Science) and a Postgraduate Diploma in
Viticulture and Oenology, Matt has worked closely with
grapes sourced from the famed Gimblett Gravels. Further
vintage experience was gained in Marlborough, Australia
and California before joining Craggy Range in 2006.
In 2007, Matt was the inaugural recipient of Air New
Zealand’s Inspiring New Zealanders Wine Award allowing
extensive travel throughout the great wine regions of France,
spending time with the likes of Dominique Lafon, Philippe
Guigal and Jean-Louis Chave. Following this, Matt worked
with Jean-Luc Thunevin at the famous Chateau Valandraud
in the heart of St. Emilion and has gained valuable wine
judging experience at prestigious wine shows in both New
Zealand and Australia. A former national age group hockey
representative, Matt now spends most of his spare time
being chased by his boys Oliver and Benjamin and wife
Hannah around their Havelock North home.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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FELTON ROAD
Bannockburn, R.D. Central Otago 9384
Tel: 64/3 445 0885
Website: feltonroad.com
Email: wines@feltonroad.com
Represented by Blair Walter & Nigel Greening
Featured wine: 2010 Felton Road Bannockburn
Blair Walter started at Felton Road in 1996, planning and
readying the winery for its inaugural vintage in 1997.
Immediately from that debut vintage, Felton Road’s wines
flew into international prominence with trophies and
accolades including Best New Winery and Pinot Noir
of the Year. The winery enjoys a well established global
reputation as one of New Zealand’s finest with its Pinot noir
being recognized amongst the very best in the New World.
Blair attributes the high quality of Felton Road’s wines to
its distinct soils, the unique climate of Bannockburn, the
north-facing vineyard aspects, and meticulous care of
the vines using organic and biodynamic techniques. His
skill and wide experience as a winemaker has brought a
minimalist approach: making wines in the simplest, gentlest,
most hands free way possible. Since 2002, the vineyards
have been managed organically and biodynamically, and
in 2010 all three vineyards were awarded full Demeter
certification.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

QUARTZ REEF
P.O. Box 63, Cromwell 9342
Tel: 64/3 445-3084
Website: quartzreef.co.nz
Email: info@quartzreef.co.nz
Represented by Rudi Bauer
Featured wine: 2010 Quartz Reef
Named after New Zealand’s largest quartz deposit that lies
beneath our vineyards at Bendigo Station, Quartz Reef has
become the vessel for what winemaker Rudi Bauer calls
his search to make wines which exhibit “a symphony of
flavours” that “capture attention and entertain so that you
forget everything else.” Quartz Reef was founded in 1996
and the principal partners are Rudi Bauer, Trevor Scott, and
John Perriam. Quartz Reef vinifies wines of outstanding
flavour and intensity. There are currently 30 hectares under
cultivation. The key to this distinction lies in the maturing
sun drenched slopes situated at Quartz Reef’s Bendigo
Estate vineyard. Under Rudi’s custodianship Pinot noir
becomes the essence of Central Otago whilst Pinot gris takes
on a rich textured dry style. All Quartz Reef wines benefit
greatly from Rudi Bauer’s Austrian heritage, exploring the
many dimensions of the varieties. Quartz Reef vineyards
achieved Demeter biodynamic farming certification in
November 2011.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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United States California
AU BON CLIMAT
4665 Santa Maria Mesa Rd., Santa Maria, CA 93454
Tel: 805/937-9801
Website: aubonclimat.com
Email: info@aubonclimat.com
Represented by Jim Clendenen
Featured wine: TBD
Founded in 1982, Au Bon Climat (which means “a wellexposed vineyard”) produces internationally-recognized Pinot
noir, Chardonnay, and Pinot blanc wine from grapes grown
in California’s Santa Barbara County. The Au Bon Climat
winery is located on the world-famous Bien Nacido Vineyard,
and is owned by winemaker Jim Clendenen. Au Bon Climat
was listed on Robert Parker’s Best Wineries of the World in
both 1989 and 1990, while Jim Clendenen has been named
Winemaker of the Year in 1992 by the Los Angeles Times, and
Winemaker of the Year in 2001 by Food & Wine magazine.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

B. KOSUGE WINES
PO Box 5413, Napa, CA 94581
Tel: 707/738-8396		
Website: bkosugewines.com
Email: byron@bkosugewines.com
Represented by Byron Kosuge
Featured wine: 2010 B. Kosuge Wines Hirsch Vineyards
Byron Kosuge founded his eponymously named brand in
2004 after many years of making wine for others. B Kosuge
Wines offerings come from diverse locations—some well
known, others not so well known—and the goal is to seek
out special places and showcase the best of what they have
to offer. Byron is a naturally modest guy, and this shows in
his winemaking, which puts the fruit and the vineyard in
front of the winemaker. Or, as he likes to put it, “the whole
point to making wine from different sites is to learn, and
hopefully transmit, the best expression of the vine and the
land possible, not to make everything taste the same by
putting my “stamp” on it.” To this end, he spends a lot of
time in the vineyards and makes his wines as naturally as
possible. And although he named this brand after himself,
he insists “it’s not about me, it’s about the wine.”
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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BOUCHAINE VINEYARDS
1075 Buchli Station Rd. Napa, CA 94559
Tel: 707/252-9065		
Website: bouchaine.com
Email: info@bouchaine.com
Represented by Michael Richmond and Andrew Brooks
Featured wine: 2009 Carneros
Bouchaine Vineyards & Winery was purchased by Gerret
and Tatiana Copeland in 1981 and has become the
cornerstone of grape growing and winemaking in the
Carneros AVA of Napa Valley. To increase their commitment
to making extraordinary wines, in 2002 they hired the
dynamic team of Michael Richmond and Greg Gauthier.
Greg and Michael each brought more than 25 years of
expertise to the historic property, from Michael’s founding
of Acacia Winery to their managing roles at Chalone Wine
Group. Bouchaine continues today to apply commonsense sustainable practices to making interesting, layered
wines with sensual delight. Winemaking at Bouchaine
is now a fusion of a seasoned veteran and an innovative
student of enology and viticulture, associate winemaker
Andrew Brooks. Their wines beautifully embody Michael’s
- and Pinot noir’s - elusive goal of “blending with power
and full flavor without sacrificing the ethereal perfume that
is Pinot.”
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

CHAMISAL VINEYARDS
7525 Orcutt Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Tel: 805/541-9463		
Website: chamisalvineyards.com
Email: tastingroom@chamisalvineyards.com
Represented by Fin du Fresne and Laurel Rowan
Featured wine: 2010 Chamisal Estate
Originally from the southern end of New Zealand’s
North Island, Fin graduated from Victoria University of
Wellington at the age of twenty with a degree in geology.
He was interested in learning more about and exploring
the relationship between land and how it affected grape
growing, essentially the concept of how geology affected
terroir, so he obtained a post-graduate degree in Viticulture
and Enology at Lincoln University in Canterbury. Upon
completion of his viticulture and enology degree, Fin
worked as a viticulturist at Martinborough Vineyards, one of
New Zealand’s pioneering Pinot noir producers. After two
years with Martinborough, Fin spent a few years learning
about wine in Europe. On his way back to New Zealand in
2003, Fin was invited to work harvest at Adelaida Cellars
in Paso Robles, where he met his future wife, Erin. In 2006,
Fin joined Chamisal Vineyards, a premier Pinot noir and
Chardonnay winery in the Edna Valley of San Luis Obispo
County, as head winemaker.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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EN ROUTE
PO Box 2358, Sebastopol CA 95473
Tel: 707/944-2412		
Website: enroutewinery.com
Email: pinot@enroutewinery.com
Represented by Andrew Delos, Larry & Karen Maguire
Featured wine: 2010 En Route “Les Pommiers”
En Route was established in the Russian River Valley in
2007 by the partners of Napa Valley’s Far Niente winery.
Devoted to producing Russian River Valley Pinot noir,
EnRoute introduced its first wine, “Les Pommiers,” in
May 2009. Les Pommiers is named for the apple orchards
that once flourished in the region, and reflects a blend
of vineyards primarily from Green Valley and the upper
Middle Reach area of the Russian River Valley AVA. The
name, EnRoute, is a nod to the journey the partners—
including Beth Nickel, Erik Nickel, Jeremy Nickel, Dirk
Hampson and Larry Maguire—have taken on their way
to producing Pinot noir, which began in the 1980s in
Burgundy. While Far Niente’s vision is exclusively focused
on Napa Valley Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon,
the partners still enjoyed traveling and tasting the great
Pinot noirs of the world. Eventually, sister winery Nickel &
Nickel’s single-vineyard program provided the opportunity
to venture into the Russian River Valley. After a few years of
producing wines from Russian River, the partners decided
to make a serious commitment to the region, acquired two
remarkable vineyards and established EnRoute, devoted to
Russian River Valley Pinot noir.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

FREEMAN VINEYARD & WINERY
1300 Montgomery Rd. Sebastopol, CA 95472
Tel: 415/831-4756
Website: freemanwinery.com
Email: info@freemanwinery.com
Represented by Ken & Akiko Freeman
Featured wine: 2009 Akiko’s Cuvée
Founded by Ken & Akiko Freeman, Freeman Vineyard &
Winery is located in the Russian River Valley appellation,
nestled between the Sonoma Vally and Sonoma Coast. The
family-run winery crafts elegant cool climate Pinot noir
and Chardonnay using fruit from their estate vineyards and
from select growers in the Sonoma Coast and Russian River
Valley appellations. Handmade in a gentle Burgundian
style, Freeman’s small-lot Pinot noirs embody the region’s
lush, concentrated complexity and distinctive sense of
place or “terroir”. The Freeman Pinot noirs have been
included in Wine Spectator and Wine Enthusiast’s Top 100
lists and hailed as the World’s 30 Best Pinot Noirs by Food
& Wine magazine.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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HANDLEY CELLARS
3151 Hwy 128, Philo, CA 95466
Tel: 800/733-3151		
Website: handleycellars.com
Email: info@handleycellars.com
Represented by Milla Handley & Kristen Barnhisel
Featured wine: 2009 RSM Vineyard
Handley Cellars is a small family-owned winery nestled
in the “deep end” of the Anderson Valley Appellation of
coastal Mendocino County. Founded in 1982 by winemaker
Milla Handley, the winery, historic Holmes Ranch House,
barn, and iconic water tower sit on a picturesque 59 acre
estate. Twenty-nine acres comprise the Handley Cellars
Estate Vineyard, which has been CCOF certified organic
since 2005. Milla Handley firmly believes in and practices
organic farming at Handley Cellars. Each year, Handley
Cellars purchases grapes from a variety of responsible
growers. The goal for Handley is to preserve the land for
future generations and to make wines that faithfully reflect
the unique characteristics expressed by carefully tended
grapes grown on exceptional vineyard sites.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

HANZELL VINEYARDS
18596 Lomita Ave, Sonoma, CA 95476
Tel: 707/996-3860
Website: hanzell.com
Email: maildesk@hanzell.com
Represented by Michael McNeill
Featured wine: 2009 Hanzell Vineyards
Founded in 1953 by Ambassador J.D. Zellerbach, Hanzell
Vineyards is located on the steep southern slopes of the
Mayacamas Range high above the town square in Sonoma.
Hanzell Vineyards is iconic in its designation as a producer
of age-worthy Pinot noir and Chardonnay in the Grand
Cru tradition. The de Brye family continues to honor this
heritage and tradition in absolute commitment to quality,
innovation in winemaking and grape growing, and respect
for the singular expression of this distinctive terroir.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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J VINEYARDS & WINERY
11447 Old Redwood Highway, Healdsburg, CA 95448
Tel: 707-431-3646		
Website: jwine.com
Email: info@jwine.com
Represented by Melissa Stackhouse & Kathryn Lindstrom
Featured wine: 2009 “Nicole’s Vineyard”
Founded by Judy Jordan in 1986, J Vineyards & Winery is
an independently-owned Sonoma County winery. Located
on Old Redwood Highway south of Healdsburg, the winery
focuses on Brut and Brut Rosé sparkling wines, as well
as Pinot noir, Chardonnay, and Pinot gris varietal wines,
produced from estate grown grapes farmed primarily within
Sonoma County’s Russian River Valley appellation. All of
the grapes grown on J’s 254 estate vineyards are farmed
sustainably. The winery employs these practices out of a
desire to increase soil tilth, restrict chemical applications,
and protect riparian habitats. J makes the most efficient
use of nonrenewable resources and integrates, where
appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls to
sustain the economic viability of vineyard operations. In
2011, J became a certified sustainable winery through
the California Sustainable Winegrowers Alliance and will
celebrate its 25th harvest this year.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

LA CREMA
3690 Laughlin Rd. Windsor, CA 95492
Tel: 707-571-1504		
Website: lacrema.com
Email: info@lacrema.com
Represented by Elizabeth Grant-Douglas and Rick Bonitati
Featured wine: 2010 La Crema
Since 1979, La Crema has been dedicated to crafting
Chardonnay and Pinot noir from California’s most
preeminent cool climate regions. What began at our home
base in the Russian River Valley has grown to include
the Sonoma Coast, Los Carneros, Anderson Valley and
Monterey regions. La Crema is a family owned winery
and part of the Jackson Family portfolio of fine wines.
Winemaker, Elizabeth Grant-Douglas joined La Crema in
2001 as an enologist and was promoted to winemaker in
2010. A native of the Niagara region, Elizabeth was among
the first graduates of Brock University’s Cool Climate
Oenology and Viticulture Institute and brings a unique
understanding of true cool climate winemaking to the job.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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LA FOLLETTE
4900 West Dry Creek Rd. Healdsburg, CA 95448
Tel: 707-395-3902 Website: www.lafollettewines.com
Email: info@lafollettewines.com
Represented by Greg La Follette and Simone Sequeira
Featured wine: 2009 DuNah Vineyard
La Follette is a small Sonoma County winery zealously
focused on crafting wines that offer benchmark expression
of vineyard site and appellation. Winemaker Greg La
Follette is one of California’s most accomplished and
thoughtful winemakers, having spent his career delving
deeply into the science behind the art of winemaking.
His unparalleled understanding of yeast – specifically,
how different yeasts affect the mouth feel and flavors of
the finished wine – is a defining aspect of his winemaking
talent. This expertise, combined with a fascination with old
world winemaking techniques, leaves an indelible mark on
every wine he crafts. La Follette’s small-lot Chardonnays
and Pinot noirs are a celebration of individuality. The
portfolio includes a Sonoma Coast Pinot noir, three
vineyard-designate Chardonnays and three vineyarddesignate Pinot noirs from renowned appellations such as
Russian River Valley, Sonoma Mountain, Sonoma Coast,
and Mendocino Ridges.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

LINCOURT VINEYARDS
1711 Alamo Pintado, Solvang, CA 93463
Tel: 805/688-8554 Website: lincourtwines.com
Email: lincourttr@lincourtwines.com
Represented by Leslie Renaud and Lorna Kreutz
Featured wine: 2009 Lincourt
There are many sources of tribute and inspiration for
Lincourt. First there is the name of the winery, a fusion
of Lindsay and Courtney, owner Bill Foley’s daughters.
Then there are the small-lot bottlings of Pinot noir and
Chardonnay that bear the names of the women who have
influenced and shaped Bill Foley’s life including his wife,
mother, grandmother and aunt. Finally, there are the two
estate vineyards located within the Sta. Rita Hills region of
Santa Barbara County, an area that today is one of the most
coveted, cool-climate AVAs in all of California. Lincourt
wines are always generous, approachable, elegant and
sculpted blends from estate vineyards in the cooler Sta. Rita
Hills as well as the warmer Santa Ynez Valley. Located in
the heart of Sta. Rita Hills, the 460-acre Rancho Santa Rosa
estate vineyard features 230 acres of vines that climb from
500 to 1,000 feet above sea level. The soils are maritime
based and the weather is consistently cool thanks to moist
ocean breezes that sweep the property daily. The vineyard
is farmed with the painstaking care and attention usually
associated with much smaller vineyards.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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PEAY VINEYARDS
33201 Annapolis Rd., Annapolis, CA 95412
Tel: 707/894-8720		
Website: peayvineyards.com
Email: andy@peayvineyards.com
Represented by Andy Peay and Vanessa Wong
Featured wine: 2010 Peay Promarium Estate
Andy Peay is the co-owner of Peay Vineyards and handles
all sales, marketing and harvest grunt work for the winery.
Brothers Nick and Andy Peay wanted to make intense,
expressive, and aromatic wines that engaged the brain
as well as titillated the tummy. Though their preferences
leaned to wines from the Old World, their parents somehow
dropped the ball and did not leave them a Domaine in
Burgundy or a Chateau in Bordeaux. They determined this
style was achievable in the New World, however, and in
1996 found a very cold, remote, fog-enshrouded hilltop
along the San Andreas Fault four miles from the Pacific
Ocean in the far northwestern corner of the Sonoma Coast.
Peay wines are focused and intense. They capture the
extreme, cool climate location and express the minerality
and fruit complexity that have become the hallmark of
wines from their vineyard.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

RED CAR VINEYARDS
8400 Graton Rd., Sebastopol, CA 95472
Tel: 707-829-8500		
Website: redcarwine.com
Email: carroll@redcarwine.com
Represented by Carroll Kemp and Peter Willmert
Featured wine: 2010 Heaven & Earth
Red Car Vineyards focuses on estate Pinot noir, Chardonnay
and Syrah grown in the heart of the cool-climate West
Sonoma Coast. Minimal winemaking intervention is utilized
to produce wines that value balance, nuance and finesse.
Founded in a garage over a decade ago by winemaker
Carroll Kemp and partners Mark Estrin and Richard Crowell,
the name pays homage to a bygone era when red trolley
cars transported people throughout California.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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ROBERT SINSKEY VINEYARDS
6320 Silverado Trail, Napa, CA 94558
Tel: 707/944-9090		
Website: robertsinskey.com
Email: rsv@robertsinskey.com
Represented by Rob Sinskey & Jeff Virnig
Featured wine: 2009 Four Vineyards
A quarter-century ago, Jeff Virnig came to work at RSV as
cellar master. Within a few short years he talked his way into
the winemaker position with the point of view that crafting
wine, particularly Pinot noir, is not driven by technique but
rather is a process of discovery that begins with healthy soil,
revealed through intimate knowledge of the vineyards and
realized by practicing restraint in the cellar. Rob Sinskey
and Jeff Virnig have spent half their lives working together
in pursuit of Pinot noir. Coincidently, this is Jeff’s 25th
harvest at RSV and he will be celebrating his 50th birthday
during this year’s IPNC. Please come by the RSV table to
wish Jeff a half-life in Pinot noir... but do excuse him if
he is a little hungover. RSV farms 200 acres of CCOF and
Demeter certified vineyards in the Carneros region of Napa
and Sonoma, crafting five different Pinot noirs in addition
to a stable of aromatic whites and proprietary reds.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

TALLEY VINEYARDS
3031 Lopez Drive, Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
Tel: 805/489-0446
Website: talleyvineyards.com
Email: info@talleyvineyards.com
Represented by Eric Johnson and David Block
Featured wine: 2010 Estate
Talley Vineyards is a family owned and operated winery
that specializes in estate grown Chardonnay and Pinot
noir ideally suited for the climate and soils of the Arroyo
Grande and Edna Valleys. The Talley’s farming history in
the area dates to 1948 when Oliver Talley began growing
vegetables in the Arroyo Grande Valley. Guided by this
legacy and a commitment to long term sustainability,
Talley Vineyards focuses on attention to detail in all
aspects of farming and winemaking operations. The goal
is to produce distinctive wines of consistently high quality
that best express the unique character of each of the Talley
family’s six vineyard sites in the two valleys. Winemaker
Eric Johnson is a graduate of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
where he studied Wine and Viticulture and Agricultural
Business Management. He joined Talley Vineyards in 2007.
Eric has traveled to France, Italy, New Zealand, Argentina
and Chile for the opportunity to explore wine grape regions
or work harvests.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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United States Oregon
ADEA WINE COMPANY
26421 NW Hwy 47, Gaston, OR 97119
Tel: 503/662-4509 Website: adeawine.com
Email: info@adeawine.com
Represented by Ann & Dean Fisher
Featured wine: 2009 Cherry Grove Vineyard
What was once a serious hobby evolved into a love and
passion for fine wine. The 1995 vintage was ADEA Wine
Company’s first consumer release. Today ADEA is also a
custom-crush winery facility. An acronym for members
of the Fisher family (Ann, Dean, Erica, and Adam), ADEA
focuses on the production of wines from Oregon’s premium
terroir where the first Pinot noir was planted at their home in
1990. Vineyards including the Fisher estate (Yamhill- Carlton
District AVA) are selected for superior fruit to express the
varying soils, elevations, clones and microclimates. Barrels
of Pinot noir are selected to specifically fit to the bottlings
for Dean-o’s, Reserve, Ann Sigrid, Willamette Valley, and
vineyard-designated labels.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

ALEXANA WINERY
12001 NE Worden Hill Rd., Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/537-3100 Website: alexanawinery.com
Email: christie@alexanawinery.com
Represented by Dr. Madaiah Revana & Christie Shertzer
Featured wine: 2009 Revana Vineyard
Alexana Winery was born of Dr. Madaiah Revana’s love
of the great wines of Burgundy. In the spring of 2005, Dr.
Revana began a search for both the ideal region and an
experienced winemaker with the goal of producing Pinot
noir that could rival those from Burgundy. His search
ended in Oregon’s Willamette Valley, where he met Lynn
Penner-Ash. Lynn’s reputation stretches beyond the borders
of the Willamette Valley where she has crafted worldclass wines for over two decades. She shares Dr. Revana’s
vision and commitment to producing exquisite wines.
Dr. Revana acquired an 80 acre property nestled in the
northwest area of Dundee, which rests on the transition
from volcanic to marine sedimentary soil types. 2006 was
Alexana’s inaugural harvest. The winery currently produces
approximately 5000 cases of Pinot noir, Riesling and Pinot
gris from the Revana Vineyard annually. An additional 250
cases of Pinot noir have been produced each year from
the famed Shea Vineyard located in the Yamhill-Carlton
American Viticultural Area. Alexana Winery’s LEED Gold
Certified tasting room was completed October 2011, and
the 15,000 case production facility is currently under
construction and to be completed by the 2012 harvest.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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ALLORO VINEYARD
22075 SW Lebeau Rd., Sherwood, OR 97140
Tel: 503/625-1978
Website: allorovineyard.com
Email: info@allorovineyard.com
Represented by Tom Fitzpatrick & David Nemarnik
Featured wine: 2010 “Riservata” Estate
Alloro Vineyard is 78 acres of uniquely contoured, loessderived, Laurelwood soil. Located on a southwest-facing
slope in Oregon’s Chehalem Mountains AVA, this special
place is the heart and soul of our wines and is personally
cared for by founder David Nemarnik. We are an artisan,
limited-production producer and are 100% Estate, crafting
all our wines from this single vineyard. Our Burgundy
trained, UC Davis educated winemaker, Tom Fitzpatrick,
is focused on producing elegant wines of balance, with
character and soul, that capture the distinct personality
of our terrior, the purity of its fruit, and that delight and
inspire.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

ANNE AMIE VINEYARDS
6580 NE Mineral Springs Rd., Carlton, OR 97111
Tel: 503/864-2991		
Website: anneamie.com
Email: contactus@anneamie.com
Represented by Thomas Houseman & Ksandek Podbielski
Featured wine: 2010 Winemaker’s Selection
Pinot reigns supreme at Anne Amie Vineyards with Pinot
noir, Pinot gris, and Pinot blanc forming the heart of their
production. Complimenting the pinot family is old-vine
estate Riesling and Müller Thurgau, planted in 1979. All
of Anne Amie’s estate vineyards are Salmon Safe and LIVE
certified and they are currently working towards their
carbon neutral certification with the state of Oregon. Anne
Amie’s mission is to produce wines that, while inspired by
Burgundy and Alsace, express the unique characteristics of
Oregon and their two estate vineyard sites. Their Pinot noir
winemaking is minimalist, focusing on small fermentation
lots using indigenous yeast. The wines are all aged in
French oak, only about 25 percent of which is new in each
vintage. Their estate vineyards are located in the rolling hills
of the Yamhill-Carlton District and on the steep hillsides of
the Chehalem Mountains, both nestled in Oregon’s verdant
Willamette Valley. Their LIVE certified winery is located
on their Yamhill-Carlton property, a few miles from both
Lafayette and Carlton, Oregon.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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ARCHERY SUMMIT
18599 NE Archery Summit Rd., Dayton, OR 97114
Tel: 503/864-4300
Website: archerysummit.com
Email: info@archerysummit.com
Represented by Anna Matzinger & Leigh Bartholomew
Featured wine: 2010 Looney Vineyard
Since 1993, Archery Summit has been committed to
producing superior quality Pinot noir from 115 acres of
estate vineyards in the Dundee Hills of Oregon. There, the
Jory soils of the Dundee Hills AVA make this geographic
area one of the finest Pinot noir producing regions of
the world. The vineyards are densely planted, vertically
trellised, and sustainably farmed to ensure the greatest
quality fruit. The wines are moved through a state-of-theart facility entirely by gravity, which does not compromise
this delicate varietal’s integrity and subtle nuances. Fruit
is sourced from Archery Summit Estate, Arcus Estate, Red
Hills Estate, Renegade Ridge Estate, and their newest
site located in the Ribbon Ridge AVA, Looney Vineyard.
Expressive wines from each of these vineyards also create
the backbone of the exceptional blend, Premier Cuvée.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

BERGSTRÖM WINES
18215 NE Calkins Lane, Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/554-0468		
Website: bergstromwines.com
Email: contactus@bergstromwines.com
Represented by Josh & Caroline Bergström
Featured wine: 2010 The Bergström Vineyard
Bergström Wines is a family owned and operated artisan
producer of Pinot noir and Chardonnay which was started
in 1999 by Dr. John and Karen Bergström, with the help
of their son Josh Bergström and his wife Caroline. Josh is
general manager, vineyard manager and winemaker and
pulls his expertise from his education in Burgundy, France
and his 14 years experience making wines in Oregon’s
Northern Willamette Valley. Bergström focuses on handcrafting small lots of wines from their five estate vineyards
carefully chosen from five of Oregon’s six high-quality
wine-growing appellations. All estate acreage is farmed
certified biodynamic and all wines express the wonderful
diversity of Oregon’s many great terroirs.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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BETHEL HEIGHTS VINEYARD
6060 Bethel Heights Rd. NW, Salem, OR 97304
Tel: 503/581-2262
Website: bethelheights.com
Email: info@bethelheights.com
Represented by Ben Casteel and Mimi Casteel
Featured wine: 2009 Casteel Reserve
Bethel Heights is a family owned and operated estate winery in
the Eola-Amity Hills AVA of the Willamette Valley. Established
in 1977 by two families, Bethel Heights has expanded in recent
years to include second-generation leadership and ownership.
The winery now produces around 13,000 cases each year,
most of which comes from the 70-acre estate vineyard, with
its backbone of 30-year-old, own-rooted Pinot noir and
Chardonnay vines. Several different Pinot noir wines are
produced each year, including the age-worthy “Estate,” various
block-designated and vineyard-designated special bottlings in
small lots, and the barrel selected, blended “Casteel Reserve.”
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

BOEDECKER CELLARS
2621 NW 30th, Portland, OR 97210
Tel: 503/866-0095		
Website: boedeckercellars.com
Email: info@boedeckercellars.com
Represented by Stewart Boedecker & Athena Pappas
Featured wine: 2009 Athena
When Stewart Boedecker and Athena Pappas started
Boedecker Cellars in 2003, they decided to stay hands-on
with every aspect of the winery, serving as winemakers,
cellar rats, sales staff, and everything in between. Their
philosophy revolves around a fanatical attention to detail,
focusing on creating Pinot noirs that reflect the characters
of Oregon’s greatest vineyards and each winemaker’s
unique palate. The Stewart Pinot Noir is red fruited, full of
bright acidity, soft tannins and hints of herbal complexities
exemplified in the Wädenswil and Pommard clones grown
in volcanic soils. The essence of the Athena Pinot Noir
displays a black fruit core, heartier tannins, and spice
notes rooted in the Dijon clones grown in sedimentary
soils. All wines are crafted following minimal intervention
principles, and sustainable winemaking practices, the fruit
is hand harvested; the wine fermented in small lots, and
matured over 18 months in French oak.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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BRITTAN VINEYARDS
18580 SW Muddy Valley Rd., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 503/989-2507
Website: brittanvineyards.com
Email: ellen@brittanvineyards.com
Represented by Robert & Ellen Brittan
Featured wine: 2009 Gestalt Block
Brittan Vineyards was founded by veteran winemaker
Robert Brittan and his wife Ellen, who left Napa Valley to
pursue their dream of making cool climate Pinot noir in
Oregon. The Brittans purchased their 128-acre property in
the foothills of the Coastal Range in the McMinnville AVA,
where they have 20 acres planted to Pinot noir. Robert
brings extensive viticultural and winemaking experience to
their venture, having worked as winemaker at Far Niente,
St. Andrew’s and Stags’ Leap Winery before heading north
to the Willamette Valley. On his rocky, exposed hillside
Robert believes he has found a vineyard site that allows him
to craft wines that speak of a unique place. The Pinot noirs
from Brittan are intense, rich wines that have great structure,
yet are balanced, elegant and very age-worthy. Ellen and
Robert now reside at their home at Brittan Vineyards in
McMinnville, where they intend to spend the rest of their
lives doing what they love to do, growing and making fine
wines and sharing them with fellow hedonists.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

BROADLEY VINEYARDS
265 South 5th, Monroe, OR 97456
Tel: 541/847-5934		
Website: broadleyvineyards.com
Email: broadley@peak.org
Represented by Morgan & Jessica Broadley
Featured wine: 2010 Jessica
Broadley is a family owned and operated vineyard and
winery with a speciality in making Oregon Pinot noir. Their
goal is to consistently produce dynamic and outstanding
wines that are true expressions of the place where they
are grown and made. Broadley has been hand crafting
wines for 25 years (2011 Vintage is the 25th Anniversary
Vintage!), and are very appreciative of what Oregon wines
have to offer. “We look forward to sharing our wines with
you every vintage!”
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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BROOKS WINES
9360 SE Eola Hills Road, Amity, OR 97101
Tel: 503/435-1278		
Website: brookswines.com
Email: info@brookswines.com
Represented by Janie Brooks Heuck & Chris Williams
Featured wine: 2009 Janus
Brooks Wines is a reflection of visionary Portland native,
Jimi Brooks. His reverence for the land and vines inspired
him to become a practitioner of organic and biodynamic
farming. The great respect for vineyard individuality and
mastery of blending, allowed his wines to achieve the
greatest depth, flavors, and balance. While Jimi is no longer
with us, his dynamic spirit lives on through his wines,
family, and friends. With the outpouring of generosity and
friendship by the Oregon wine community, Brooks Wines
continues as a serious producer of Old World style Riesling
wines and New World style Pinot noir wines. Jimi’s son
Pascal, who was the ultimate source of his passion for life,
is now the sole owner of the winery (at age 16, the youngest
winery owner in the world). Jimi’s sister Janie Brooks Heuck
has volunteered to lead it and friend, Chris Williams, took
on the full-time position of winemaker in 2006.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

CAPITELLO WINES
27007 Briggs Hill, Eugene, OR 97405
Tel: 541/520-3092
Website: capitellowines.com
Email: jen@capitellowines.com
Represented by Ray Walsh & Guy Harris
Featured wine: 2009 Capitello Willamette Valley
Ray Walsh and son, Desmond, are artists of a different
caliber. Wine wasn’t on Ray’s mind as a young man trudging
through the vineyards surrounding his home in Auckland,
New Zealand, blasting black powder at crop-stealing birds,
sending them scattering and squawking into foggy morning
skies. His love of adventure took him to Europe, where he
worked his way through the vineyards, learning as he went
and as opportunities came along. Ray continued his study
of enology back home in New Zealand, and before long,
Ray was creating wine for Villa Maria and then Cooper’s
Creek. In 1993, Ray was recruited as cellar master by King
Estate, and in 1999, he was named winemaker. But while
successful professionally, his son Desmond wasn’t getting
as much Dad-time as Ray wanted. Since 2003, Ray and
Desmond have been partners in the latest family adventure,
Capitello Wines. Between French immersion classes for
Desmond, and summers in New Zealand surfing, bungeejumping, and scuba diving, they have found time to craft a
family legacy already two generations strong.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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CHEHALEM
31190 NE Veritas Lane, Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/537-5553 Website: chehalemwines.com
Email: harrypn@chehalemwines.com
Represented by Harry & Wynne Peterson-Nedry
Featured wine: 2009 Reserve
Chehalem (Chuh-hay-lum) is a local Calapooia Indian
word best translated as “gentle land” or “valley of flowers,”
phrases that capture a long-standing, almost religious
reverence for the land. They understand this reverence,
tracing their operations to initial plantings in 1980 by
Harry Peterson-Nedry at Ridgecrest Vineyards on what
would be Ribbon Ridge AVA; followed by partners Bill and
Cathy Stoller’s Dundee Hills AVA home vineyard creation
in 1993, Stoller Vineyards; and the subsequent purchase
and development in 1995 of a winery and its vineyards
to which to expand winemaking, called Corral Creek
Vineyards in the Chehalem Mountains AVA. Vineyards
being the defining element in their wines, varietal diversity
is the spice, with Pinot noir and a little Gamay noir joined
by white wines which do equally well in the cool climate
of the Willamette Valley, including Riesling, Chardonnay,
Pinot gris, Pinot blanc, and Grüner veltliner. Look for
elegance, restraint, fruit vibrancy, acid, weight and balance
as hallmarks of Chehalem wines. Call them crazy, but they
think their objective is not to follow today’s trends, but
rather to lead to a novel future that is stimulating, exciting
and beautiful in their eyes—such as it must have been
generations ago for the Calapooia, overlooking the “valley
of flowers.”.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

COLENE CLEMENS VINEYARDS
22501 NE Dopp Rd., Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/662-4687 Website: coleneclemens.com
Email: info@coleneclemens.com
Represented by Steve Goff & Mark Bosko
Featured wine: 2010 Estate Reserve
Colene Clemens Vineyards is characterized by steep,
rocky, south-facing slopes, an array of Pinot-friendly soils
and a handful of carefully selected clones. Owners Joe and
Vicki Stark enjoy a collaborative effort with their talented
and dedicated winemaker and vineyard manager Stephen
Goff. No compromise has been made in an all-out effort
to produce the finest estate Pinot noir possible. Farming
practices, which include the use of organic compost,
extreme fruit thinning and leaf removal as needed are
matched equally by meticulous, Old World winemaking
techniques. The beautiful but efficient state of the art
winery sits atop the property overlooking the vineyards, the
valley far below, Bald Peak above and the Coast Range far
to the west.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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CORNERSTONE OREGON
3500 Bridgefarmer Rd., Gaston, OR 97119
Tel: 971/228-5758
Website: cornerstonecellars.com
Email: info@cornerstonecellars.com
Represented by Craig Camp & Tony Rynders
Featured wine: 2009 Willamette Valley
Cornerstone Oregon is a collaboration between
Cornerstone Cellars’ Craig Camp, based in the Napa Valley,
and renowned Oregon winemaker Tony Rynders. Camp’s
passion for pinot was born thirty years ago when he began
importing the Burgundy selections of Rebecca Wasserman
and made frequent trips to the Burgundy estates she was
discovering. Tony Rynders, winemaker for ten years at
Oregon’s Domaine Serene winery, is one one of the most
respected winemakers not only in the Northwest, but in the
United States. Cornerstone Oregon Willamette Valley Pinot
Noir is a synthesis of each of their perspectives. Camp is
always pushing for edgy structure and acidity with Rynders
leaning towards richness and depth. The symbiosis of these
viewpoints creates a unique Pinot noir that is defined by
its perfect balance between structure and power. Most
importantly it is a wine which exhibits one characteristic
that is essential to both of them: terroir. The goal is always
to make an exceptional Pinot noir that clearly shows its
Oregon roots. In addition to Pinot noir, Cornerstone Oregon
produces a Willamette Valley Chardonnay.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

CRISTOM VINEYARDS
6905 Spring Valley Rd., Salem, OR 97304
Tel: 503/375-3068
Website: cristomwines.com
Email: jeri@cristomwines.com
Represented by Steve Doerner & John D’Anna
Featured wine: 2009 Jessie Vineyard
Paul and Eileen Gerrie established Cristom Vineyards
in 1992. They had been attending IPNC for years, and
there developed a passion for Pinot noir. Present from the
beginning were winemaker Steve Doerner and vineyard
manager Mark Feltz, both arriving with prior knowledge
of Pinot noir. The estate has 75 acres in vine, which are
planted primarily to four distinct Pinot noir vineyards
named for Gerrie family matriarchs. Hallmarks of Cristom’s
winemaking are a large percentage of whole clusters, native
yeast fermentation, and minimal handling throughout the
winemaking process. Estate Pinot gris, Estate Viognier and
Estate Syrah make up the balance of their 10,000 case
production.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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DOBBES FAMILY ESTATE WINERY
240 SE 5th St., Dundee, OR 97115
Tel: 503/538-1141 Website: joedobbeswines.com
Email: info@winebyjoe.com
Represented by Joe Dobbes
Featured wine: 2009 Symonette Vineyard
Dobbes Family Estate is a dream come true for owner
and winemaker, Joe Dobbes, and the embodiment of
over 25 years of winemaking experience. Joe began his
career apprenticing with wine masters in Germany and
France, then applying his skills to crafting wine for several
esteemed Oregon wineries. In 2002, Joe created Wine
By Joe, LLC, a multi-tiered business that produces three
brands: Dobbes Family Estate, Wine By Joe, and Jovino.
Dobbes Family Estate promises wines of distinction that
represent a true expression of the finest varietals in Oregon.
The wines are hand-crafted to exhibit unparalleled quality
and sophistication by marrying the elements of Nature,
Nurture, and Artistry. The winemaking objectives are to
craft wines true to their varietal character with as much
depth, richness, and flavor as possible without sacrificing
balance and elegance. Dobbes Family Estate produces
superb Pinot noir and French-style Syrah. In addition to
crafting a beautiful dry Viognier, Joe Dobbes is the first and
only Oregon producer to bottle a 100 percent Grenache
blanc.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

DOMAINE SERENE
Address: 6555 NE Hilltop Ln., Dayton, OR 97114
Tel: 503/864-4600 Website: domaineserene.com
Email: info@domaineserene.com
Represented by Erik Kramer & Nicole Pattalochi
Featured wine: 2008 Evenstad Reserve
A passion and commitment to produce the world’s best
Pinot noir led Ken and Grace to Oregon in 1989. They
founded Domaine Serene in the Dundee Hills located in
the North Willamette Valley, where Oregon Pinot noir
began and where its heart remains. With three vineyard
estates totaling 462 acres and planted exclusively to Pinot
noir and Chardonnay, Domaine Serene’s environmentally
friendly farming practices and extremely low crop yields
produce consistently concentrated, award-winning wines.
The most famous wine critic in the World, Robert Parker,
rated Domaine Serene as one of only two outstanding
producers of Pinot noir in Oregon, and the 17th Annual
Wine & Spirit’s “Restaurant Poll” named Domaine Serene
Pinot noir as the Most Popular Oregon Pinot Noir in
the country. In the now legendary Domaine Serene vs.
Domaine de la Romanée Conti blind tasting, Domaine
Serene bested the most sought after Pinot noir wines in
France, while renowned wine writer, Anthony Dias Blue,
declared Domaine Serene the “Château Lafite of Oregon.”
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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ET FILLE WINES
14000 NE Quarry Rd., Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/853-5836		
Website: etfillewines.com
Email: jessica@etfillewines.com
Represented by Howard Mozeico & Jessica Mozeico-Blair
Featured wine: 2009 Kalita Vineyard
Et Fille Wines is a family-run Oregon winery established in
2003 specializing in Pinot noir. Et Fille, which means “and
daughter”, honors the hand-in-hand, father and daughter
team of Howard Mozeico and Jessica Mozeico-Blair that
makes these wines. The goal of Et Fille Wines is to find the
best vineyards in the Northwest and make a style of wine
that reflects the best that each vineyard has to offer. Howard
and Jessica bring their scientific backgrounds and love of art
to making wine, because it requires both. They personally
touch the grape clusters, fermenters, barrels, and bottles that
eventually become their wine. They always sort, punchdown, and top-off by hand. They believe that having two
of them involved in each stage of the winemaking process
allows them to bring two perspectives- and two palates- to
their wines. For Et Fille Wines, two is better than one.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

EVESHAM WOOD VINEYARD & WINERY
3795 Wallace Rd. NW, Salem, OR 97304
Tel: 503/371-8478
Website: eveshamwood.com
Email: info@eveshamwood.com
Represented by Erin Nuccio
Featured wine: 2010 Evesham Wood Le Puits Sec
Founded in 1986 by Russ and Mary Raney, Evesham Wood
has strived to produce balanced, terroir driven wines for
over 25 years. The estate vineyard, Le Puits Sec, has been
farmed organically for nearly 2 decades and obtained
organic certification in 2000. In 2007, Erin Nuccio came
to Evesham Wood to apprentice under Russ and to produce
his Haden Fig wines. Three years later, Erin was asked
by the Raney’s to take over Evesham Wood and carry on
its legacy. Erin is committed to keeping Evesham Wood’s
tradition alive by focusing on hands-off winemaking, the
exclusive use of dry-farmed vineyards and sustainable/
organic viticulture.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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GHOST HILL CELLARS
12220 NE Bayliss Rd., Carlton, OR 97111
Tel: 503/550-0104
Website: ghosthillcellars.com
Email: info@ghosthillcellars.com
Represented by Rebecca Shouldis & Drenda Bayliss
Featured wine: 2010 Bayliss-Bower
Ghost Hill Cellars represents the passion of the third, fourth
and fifth generations of the Bayliss family to farm a 234
acre section of the Yamhill-Carlton AVA. The Bayliss’ have
been stewards to this corner of the Willamette Valley for
more than a century. In 1999, as the third generation to
farm this hillside, Mike and Drenda Bayliss became the
first to plant grapes on what is now known as Savannah
Ridge. The beautiful rolling hills made up of southern
sloping, marine-sedimentary Willakenzie series soils are
perfect for the propagation of Pinot noir. Today, the L.I.V.E
Certified Bayliss-Bower Vineyard is the only crop on the
farm. Rebecca Pittock Shouldis joined the family in 2008
as winemaker for Ghost Hill Cellars. She departed from
her career in aviation, as a maintenance technician on the
F-15 fighter aircraft for the Oregon Air National Guard, to
pursue her passion for wine in July of 2005. The team is
committed to producing delicious and elegant wines from
grapes grown on the 106-year-old farm’s estate vineyard.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

HAMACHER WINES
801 N. Scott St., Carlton, OR 97111
Tel: 503/852-7200
Website: hamacherwines.com
Email: eric@hamacherwines.com
Represented by Eric Hamacher & Luisa Ponzi
Featured wine: 2009 Hamacher
After earning a degree in viticulture and enology at UC
Davis, Eric Hamacher set forth to gain extensive winemaking
knowledge and to date, has worked more than 24 vintages
at numerous wineries around the world. After producing
wine for esteemed wineries such as Mondavi, Chalone and
Etude, he realized his heart was in Oregon and followed
pursuit to travel north and create the perfect Pinot noir. Eric
founded Hamacher Wines in 1995 and has since proved
an uncompromising commitment to quality. In less than
a decade, he has become one of the most respected and
sought after producers in Oregon. He has established a
reputation for being a masterful blender of expressive and
balanced Pinot noir and produces some of the most elegant
Chardonnay in the United States. His wines are made with
great care and passion, striving for depth of character,
balance and consistency with every vintage.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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HYLAND ESTATES
20980 NE Niederberger Rd., Dundee, OR 97115
Tel: 503/554-4200
Website: hylandestateswinery.com
Email: eric@hylandestateswinery.com
Represented by Laurent Montalieu & John Niemeyer
Featured wine: 2009 Estate
The history of Oregon viticulture can quite literally be seen
amongst the rows at Hyland Vineyard. From the much
debated origins of the Coury clone of the 1960’s and 70’s
to the introduction of rootstock and Dijon clones in the
1990’s, the vineyard serves not only as a symbol of the past,
but as an illustration of the progress Oregonians have made
in producing an assortment of ultra-premium varietals. For
decades, Hyland grapes have contributed to top scoring
wines for many top echelon producers. In 2007, the Hyland
Vineyard was acquired by Laurent Montalieu and Danielle
Andrus Montalieu in partnership with John Niemeyer who
are working to optimize the existing vineyard quality and
honor its past by introducing the first estate wines. Hyland
Estates exclusively bottles Gewürztraminer, Riesling and
Pinot noir from the vineyards oldest and finest vines. The
goal of these wines is to showcase the historic clones of
Hyland and to express the uncompromised quality which
fruit only from this land can produce. With minimal
intervention, Laurent is able to create wines of considerable
complexity and elegance that can be enjoyed now, or saved
for a special occasion in years to come.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

ILLAHE VINEYARDS
3275 Ballard Rd., Dallas, OR 97338
Tel: 503/831-1248 Website: illahevineyards.com
Email: bethany@illahevineyards.com
Represented by Bethany & Brad Ford
Featured wine: 2009 Reserve
The goal at Illahe is to make wine as naturally as possible
from soil to bottle. Brad Ford, winemaker and Lowell
Ford’s son, emphasizes traditional methods like native
fermentation in small lots and pressing in a basket press.
The focus is to make and grow quality Pinot noir and white
wines that stay true to the varietal caracteristics. Illahe
emphasizes restraint by avoiding over-extraction and use
of unnecessary additions, fining, filters, or machinery. Of
course, quality wine starts with quality fruit in the vineyard.
Lowell Ford is a true farmer at heart and has grown grapes
for over 25 years. The 80-acre, south-facing vineyard
rests on shallow clay soils. As one of Oregon’s few horsepowered vineyards, the vineyard crew works with a team of
Percheron drafts to mow and deliver grapes to the winery at
harvest. Along with a L.I.V.E sustainable certification, Illahe
believes slow farming techniques allow them to pay more
attention to what is happening from vintage to vintage.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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LANGE ESTATE WINERY
18380 NE Buena Vista Dr., Dundee, OR 97115
Tel: 503/538-6476
Website: langewinery.com
Email: tastingroom@langewinery.com
Represented by Don, Wendy, & Jesse Lange
Featured wine: 2009 “Three Hills Cuvée”
Twenty-five years ago, Don and Wendy Lange founded
their estate winery in the Dundee Hills of Oregon’s northern
Willamette Valley. The year 1987 marked the Langes’ first
vintage and consisted of the three varietals they embrace
today: Pinot noir, Pinot gris, and Chardonnay. Lange Estate
is known for crafting beautifully balanced wines from fruit
grown on the winery Estate along with additional fruit from
the best vineyards in the surrounding area. Long-standing
relationships with these blue-ribbon sites have helped the
winery establish a well-deserved reputation for consistency
and complexity in the wines. Jesse Lange, Don’s son, joined
the winemaking team in 2004, continuing the legacy of
Lange Estate. Their winemaking philosophy is guided by
a simple commitment to making exceptional wines that
express their varietal and regional characters. That is to say,
wines that taste like Oregon Pinot noir, pure and complex.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

LUMINOUS HILLS
14200 NW Fir Crest Rd., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 971/241-6548
Website: luminoushills.com
Email: info@luminoushills.com
Represented by Byron & Dana Dooley
Featured wine: 2010 Estate
Byron Dooley traded in his high tech life for mud boots
and a wine glass in 2001. Never looking back and always
pushing forward, he studied enology and viticulture at Napa
Valley College. Byron gained real world experience by
“digging in”. He planted a vineyard on Howell Mountain in
Napa, interned for respected Pinot noir producer William
Selyem, and produced his own wine for enjoyment with
friends and family. After earning his winemaking degree,
Byron and his wife Dana were drawn back (he originally
graduated from Oregon State with a degree in Computer
Science) to Oregon’s Willamette Valley for its beauty,
climate, and world-class Pinot noir. In spring of 2004
they purchased and planted a 12-acre vineyard in the
Yamhill-Carlton AVA with favorable slope, orientation and
soil composition. His Luminous Hills wines have already
garnered attention locally and nationally. Meanwhile,
Dana launched a chocolate business, which specializes
in wine pairing chocolates. During the 2012 International
Pinot Noir Celebration, Byron looks forward to sharing and
discussing his passion for this remarkable grape with you.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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PANTHER CREEK CELLARS
455 NE Irvine, McMinnville, OR 97111
Tel: 503/472-8080
Website: panthercreekcellars.com
Email: info@panthercreekcellars.com
Represented by Bill Hanson & Michael Stevenson
Featured wine: 2009 Reserve
Panther Creek Cellars, located in McMinnville, Oregon,
has been producing ultra-premium Pinot noir since
1986. Their wines are made from grapes grown at some
of Oregon’s finest vineyards. The goal in making Panther
Creek wine is simple: each wine should express the
personality of its vintage and the character of its vineyard as
clearly as possible. Panther Creek Cellars believes that this
expressiveness is the essence of great Oregon Pinot noir.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

PATRICIA GREEN CELLARS
15225 NE North Valley Rd., Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/554-0821
Website: patriciagreencellars.com
Email: winery@patriciagreencellars.com
Represented by Patricia Green & James Anderson
Featured wine: 2010 Estate Old Vine
Patricia Green Cellars is located in the Ribbon Ridge AVA
of Yamhill County on the 52-acre estate purchased in 2000
by Patty Green and Jim Anderson. In addition to their Estate
Vineyard’s production, fruit is sourced from some of the
outstanding older vineyards in the Dundee Hills and EolaAmity Hills AVAs. The focus over the years has increasingly
tilted toward producing distinct and provocative singlevineyard and individual block bottlings of Pinot noir to
display the beauty and uniqueness of the terroir of these
sites. This has led to the bottling of as many as 20 separate
Pinot noir wines in any given vintage. This obsessive,
Seinfeldian-like focus on the excruciating minutia and
intricacies of growing and making Pinot noir has created
a winery with all sorts of interesting and fun dysfunctions
that are, surprisingly enough, apparently appealing to
lovers of Pinot noir. While seemingly chaotic from the
outside, the view from within reveals a finely formed
process capable of this diverse range of distinct, nuanced,
complex, and wholly individual Pinot noir wines. Throw in
some extremely good, though rare and largely unknown,
Sauvignon blanc into the mix and you have an eclectic and
thoroughly Oregon winery.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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R. STUART & CO.
528 NE Third St., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 866/472-8614
Website: rstuartandco.com
Email: winery@rstuartandco.com
Represented by Rob and Maria Stuart
Featured wine: 2009 Vignette
R. Stuart & Co. was founded in January 2002 in an old
granary in downtown McMinnville in the neighborhood
affectionately known as the “Pinot Quarter.” The team
includes winemaker Rob Stuart, his wife Maria who manages
public relations and collaborates with Trish Rogers on sales
and marketing, as well as resident “champagne-ophile”
Frank Blair. Sourcing fruit from their favorite vineyards
around the state including Temperance Hill, Melrose,
Courting Hill, and Weber, R. Stuart & Co. makes the wines
they love: Pinot noir, Pinot gris, and their beloved sparkling
wine, Rosé d’Or. The R. Stuart & Co. wines are made in
the classic Rob Stuart style ; true to the fruit each vineyard
offers, graceful, honest, and warm. They call their blended
Pinot “Autograph,” as they consider it the quintessential
Rob Stuart Pinot noir. The everyday Pinot wines are bottled
with the Big Fire label, a whimsical reflection of their
passion for new adventure and, of course, for wine.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

RANSOM WINE CO.
23101 Houser Rd., Sheridan, OR 97378
Tel: 503/876-5022
Website: ransomspirits.com
Email: info@ransomspirits.com
Represented by Tad Seestedt & Julia Cattrall
Featured wine: 2009 Selection
Founded in 1997, Ransom Wine Company was started
as both an artisan winemaking/distilling company and
also a declaration of independence from an increasingly
mechanized, high-tech and investor-driven production
culture. Ransom followed proprietor Tad Seestedt thru
custom crush and cooperative facilities until 2008, when
the distillery and winery were finally integrated on a
forty-acre certified organic farm outside of Sheridan,
Oregon. Three people now work together in an effort to
combine terroir driven craft winemaking with a traditional
apothecary approach in the distillery. The wines exemplify
true varietal character and express the individuality of
the growers, vineyards, and vintages. Ransom seeks out
old vine, own-rooted, high elevation sites, primarily in
the Eola Hills, which have the innate nerve and balanced
acidity to make evocative, food-friendly wines naturally. In
addition to the “Selection” and single vineyard Pinot noir,
Ransom produces Pinot gris, Riesling, Cabernet franc, and
Grenache.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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REX HILL
30835 N. Hwy 99W Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/538-0666
Website: rexhill.com
Email: info@rexhill.com
Represented by Michael Davies & Debra Hatcher
Featured wine: 2010 Willamette Valley
REX HILL has been making elegant Pinot noir wines for 30 years in
Oregon’s Willamette Valley. The landmark winery at the gateway
to Oregon’s wine country welcomes visitors daily in a historic
tasting room and offers fun seminars & tours by appointment.
Estate vineyards, including the crown-jewel Jacob Hart Vineyard,
are farmed to biodynamic tenets and the winery itself is LIVE
certified. Now owned by the families at A to Z Wineworks, the
REX HILL legacy of superior Pinot noir continues. The group
brings combined Oregon winemaking experience that spans
more than two decades and three continents as well as high
energy, commitment, and passion for Oregon Pinot noir.
NOTES: ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

ROCO WINERY
13260 NE Red Hills Rd., Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/538-7625
Website: rocowinery.com
Email: info@rocowinery.com
Represented by Corby & Rollin Soles
Featured wine: 2009 Private Stash
When Rollin Soles began Argyle Winery in 1987 he also
purchased a unique property on the southern slopes of the
Chehalem Mountains. Yet, not until late 2001 did Rollin
and Corby (ROCO) plant their Wits’ End Vineyard to Pinot
noir. The 2003 Private Stash was their first release. The
vineyard is high density planted to three Dijon Pinot noir
clones in marine sedimentary soil. The site is enhanced by
the presence of two natural springs. The private, cloistered
nature and tranquility of the site flows into the essence of
the ROCO Pinots. In 2009 the Soles built a winery just
5 miles from their vineyard and son, Cody joined the
winemaking team. ROCO produces two distinctive Pinot
noirs : Willamette Valley and the Private Stash and a small
quantity of Chardonnay. The thunderbird image on the label
is a representation of an ancient petroglyph discovered in
Columbia River Gorge area in Oregon.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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SCOTT PAUL WINES
128 S. Pine St., Carlton, OR 97111
Tel: 503/852-7300
Website: scottpaul.com
Email: info@scottpaul.com
Represented by Scott Wright & Kelley Fox
Featured wine: 2009 La Paulée
Scott Paul Wines is dedicated exclusively to the artisanal
production of Oregon Pinot noir of uncompromised quality.
They believe that Pinot noir, at its peak of expression, is
the ultimate wine of elegance and finesse, and all of their
efforts in the vineyards and winery are directed at capturing
the intoxicating aromas, the silky textures, and the complex
array of flavors that can only come from true cool-climate
Pinot noir. Low yields (averaging less than 1.7 tons per acre)
and sustainable viticulture is their mantra in the vineyard.
All wild yeast fermentations, no inoculations, no enzymes,
no additives, and biodynamic practices provide Scott Paul
Wines focus in the cellar. New oak is kept to no more than
20 percent.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

SINEANN
P.O. Box 10, Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/341-2698
Website: sineann.com
Email: sineann@pcez.com
Represented by Peter Rosback & Patrick McElligott
Featured wine: 2009 McGinlay’s
Here’s the story: they like great wine. Sineann settles for
nothing less on the dinner table and they aim to drink what
they produce. This is their guarantee: they will not release
mediocre wine. Toss in some vineyards of great Pinot noir,
meticulously tended, and it’s a formula that works.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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STOLLER
16161 NE McDougall Rd., Dayton, OR 97114
Tel: 503/864-3404
Website: stollervineyards.com
Email: tastingroom@stollervineyards.com
Represented by Bill Stoller & Melissa Burr
Featured wine: 2009 SV
Stoller’s first vines were planted in 1995. The 150-acre
vineyard is part of a 373-acre parcel located on the
southern slopes of the Dundee Hills. This particular knoll
is fondly known as “Corton Hill” by local winegrowers,
referencing its similarity to the famed wraparound hillside
in Burgundy. The first wine release was the Stoller Estate
2001 Pinot Noir. With the completion of their winery in
September of 2005, they earned the title as Oregon’s first
and only LEED-Gold Certified, solar powered, gravity-flow
winery. Stoller is dedicated to producing premium Pinot
noir and Chardonnay.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________

TYEE WINE CELLARS
26335 Greenberry Road, Corvallis, OR 97333
Tel: 541/753-8754
Website: tyeewine.com
Email: info@tyeewine.com
Represented by Merrilee Buchanan Benson & David
Buchanan
Featured wine: 2009 Estate
Tyee Wine Cellars is located on the scenic Buchanan Family
Century Farm founded over 125 years ago in the heart of
Oregon’s Willamette Valley. Five family generations have
revered the farm’s open spaces, woodlands, wetlands and
streams while growing crops in a sustainable manner.
Merrilee Buchanan Benson, Tyee’s winemaker and
vineyard manager, grew up with the vines and winery.
The Buchanan family first planted winegrapes in 1974 and
started Tyee Wine Cellars in 1985. The Buchanans also
grow hazelnuts. Tyee Wine Cellars remains a small family
operation with much personal attention given to the vines
and winemaking. In addition to tasting Tyee Estate Pinot
noir, Chardonnay, Pinot gris and Gewürztraminer, visitors
to Tyee enjoy seeing beautiful, historic farmland and
Willamette Valley native plants and animals. Tyee’s Estate
Vineyard is Certified Salmon-Safe and farmed using organic
compost and cover crops. Tyee Wine Cellars is 100% SolarPowered.
NOTES: __________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Featured
Chefs
AVIARY

Chefs Jasper Shen, Sarah Pliner & Kat Whitehead
1733 NE Alberta St. Portland, OR 97211
Tel: 503/287-2400
Website: aviarypdx.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Sarah Pliner
Over the past twenty years, chef Sarah Pliner has cooked in some of
the world’s best restaurants from Alain Ducasse at the Essex House,
Aquavit and Aldea in New York City to the Heathman Restaurant
and Bar in Portland and is now currently one of the owners of
Aviary in Portland, Oregon. Pliner has experienced every corner of
a kitchen holding positions from sous chef and chef de partie to chef
de cuisine, as well as executive chef for the NY restaurant Socialista.
With a strong French culinary training, she is drawn to clean flavors
with disciplined technique. A 2011 StarChefs.com Rising Star Chef,
Pliner is a self-trained cook who drew on both experience and
culinary mentors like Philippe Boulot of the Heathman who urged
her to travel to New York to expand her culinary knowledge. She
also credits Michael Clancy, a former chef at Giorgio’s who showed
her how to treat food with respect. Pliner attended Reed College in
Portland, Oregon before she entered the culinary world.
Jasper Shen
A native of Silver Springs, Maryland, Jasper Shen went to the
University of Illinois to major in business before realizing an office
job was not in his future. Drawn to restaurant kitchens for the
camaraderie and atmosphere, Jasper started cooking at Maggiana’s
Ristorante Italiano in Illinois. He soon left for New York City where
he worked at top restaurants from Aquavit and Jean Georges to 5
Ninth and Provence. Shen met his colleague Sarah Pliner in New
York when they worked side by side at Aquavit. He was inspired by
the teachings of Nils Noren, the former chef de cuisine at Aquavit
and the current president of the French Culinary Institute. Noren
taught Shen to see the passion in cooking and showed him how
to work a station. Shen brings his Chinese heritage to the menu at
Aviary, combining bold and contrasting flavors. In 2011, Shen was
a winner of the StarChefs.com Rising Star Award for Portland.
Katherine Whitehead
Katherine (Kat) Whitehead met Jasper Shen at 5 Ninth in New York
City and worked with him again at Provence where she was the
lead line cook. She left Provence to help open Bar Milano and then
completed her culinary experience in New York as the pastry chef/
sous chef at Freemans. Together with Shen and Pliner, Whitehead
made the cross-country move to Portland, Oregon to pursue their
dream of opening their own restaurant. After a short-lived business
career at AIG, Whitehead realized she was drawn to the communal
feeling in a kitchen and working with her hands. Now, as part of the
opening team for Aviary, she is putting her voice and experience to
the many details from design to menu. Whitehead was named a
StarChefs.com Rising Star in 2011, and has a culinary arts diploma
from the Institute of Culinary Education in New York and a Bachelor
of Arts from the University of Massachusetts.
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BAR AVIGNON

Chef Eric Joppie
2138 SE Division Street, Portland, OR 97202
Tel: 503/517-0808, Website: baravignon.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Slow cooking, local ingredients and old world techniques are the
hallmarks of Eric Joppie’s food. Whether by roasting, smoking,
curing or pickling, these methods figure prominently into his bold
yet uncomplicated style of cooking. Culinary school led to an
externship at the Savoy Hotel in London, where Joppie worked as
a banquet saucier in a brigade of 80 international cooks, and upon
completion of this position, he took the opportunity to travel the
continent. This was a heady and influential time for him where his
predominately American palate grew exponentially and he savored
every day eating and drinking his way through France, Spain and
Morocco. The next phase of Joppie’s culinary career was defined by
the conventional wisdom of the west coast culinary scene: farm to
table, local produce and slow cooking. Young and ambitious, he was
most stimulated in the kitchens that encouraged experimentation
and growth, and he worked as a line cook at Castagna in Portland,
Oregon before moving to Marin County and working with many
well known chefs around the Bay Area at restaurants like Lark
Creek Inn, Insalata’s and Fork. After several years in Marin, Joppie
moved on to Sonoma County and worked as executive sous chef
at the renowned Mayacama Golf and Wine Club, using the best
local ingredients to create elegant yet approachable wine country
cuisine. Joppie is excited to be a part of the culinary talent in
Portland where he can cook with some of the country’s finest local
ingredients. He’s inspired by the familial atmosphere at Bar Avignon
and steadfastly cultivates close relationships with local farmers,
utilizing the restaurant’s own Broken Fence Farm to create a dining
experience that is both singular and approachable to Bar Avignon.

BASTILLE

Chef Jason Stoneburner
5307 Ballard Avenue NW, Seattle, WA 98107
Tel: 206/453-5014
Website: bastilleseattle.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Jason Stoneburner brings years of experience and immense
creativity to his position as executive chef of Bastille Café & Bar.
A self-taught chef, Stoneburner began his career in Boulder,
Colorado at the famed Flagstaff House Restaurant. He later
became the chef de cuisine under James Mazzio at 15°. In 1998,
Stoneburner ventured to Seattle to open Stars under celebrity
chef Jeremiah Tower where he also had the opportunity to work
alongside rising star chef Jason Wilson. Since landing in Seattle,
Stoneburner has spent time cooking with some of the city’s most
established and celebrated chefs. He spent three years honing
his skills with Daisley Gordon at Campagne before joining the
Ethan Stowell Restaurants team – first at Union as pastry chef and
later chef de cuisine, before moving on to open Stowell’s highlyacclaimed How to Cook a Wolf. Stoneburner also did a stint with
Renee Erickson at her beloved Boat Street Café before joining the
opening crew for Bastille. In June of 2009, Bastille opened to critical
acclaim with Stoneburner acting as chef de cuisine under Shannon
Galusha. Stoneburner was named executive chef in May of 2011.
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THE BENT BRICK

Chefs Scott Dolich & Will Preisch
1639 NW Marshall St. Portland, OR 97209
Tel: 503/688-1655
Website: thebentbrick.com
Featured Meal: Friday Alfresco Lunch
Scott Dolich
After cutting his teeth locally at Higgins, a pioneer of Northwest
cuisine, and at now-closed Tapeo, one of the first Portland
restaurants to focus on Spanish-style tapas, Scott Dolich opened
Park Kitchen in 2003. He promptly earned a Food & Wine
magazine accolade as one of 10 top chefs in 2004. In 2011 he
opened The Bent Brick, a restaurant and bar that focuses on
extending the idea of local sourcing to everything in the kitchen.
Will Preisch
William is originally from Cleveland, Ohio. His culinary career
began at four years old when he learned to flip eggs. By 12, he was
baking brownies, cheesecakes and pies for his father’s diner and by
14 he was a prep cook. With a strong interest in learning more about
fine dining, William moved to food and fire in Cleveland under
the direction of Douglas Katz. After two years, William moved to
Portland and worked at Park Kitchen and Le Pigeon before becoming
executive chef at The Bent Brick. His favorite meal is breakfast and
diners can detect distinct classic comfort flavors while eating his food.

BOKE BOWL

Chefs Patrick Fleming & Brannon Riceci
1028 SE Water Ave. Portland, OR 97214
Tel: 503/719-5698
Website: www.bokebowl.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Patrick Fleming
A native of Louisiana, Patrick Fleming eventually moved west,
earning degrees from Lewis and Clark College (Bachelor of Science)
in Portland, OR and from the California Culinary Academy in
San Francisco, CA (Valedictorian). He has worked in numerous
sectors of the food and beverage industry over the past 20 years
ranging from owning and operating a catering business in Seattle,
working under Juila McColskey at San Francisco’s Universal Café
and as part of the opening team of The W Hotel S.F., a Michelin
2-star restaurant in Bath, England and the executive chef of The
Oregon Golf Club, a multi-faceted private golf course overseeing
a restaurant, cafe, and large catering operation. In 2010, Patrick
envisioned what would eventually become Boke Bowl by offering
Asian inspired fare with ramen as the cornerstone as a monthly
pop-up dining experience throughout the Portland metro area.
Brannon Riceci
Migrating further west from Idaho, Brannon Riceci met Patrick
at Lewis and Clark College while also pursuing his Bachelor of
Science degree. He honed his skills at meal planning, preparation,
and presentation in non-traditional locales, thus preparing him for
his eventual role as a pop-up restaurant master with Boke Bowl.
Brannon spent winters waiting tables and tending bar at several
Portland establishments, including being part of the opening team
and floor supervisor at The BridgePort Ale House. It was here that
Brannon was introduced to inventory control, scheduling, budgeting,
and HR issues in a high-volume gastro-pub. With his foundation in
the study of hard science, coupled with the razor sharp decisionmaking skills learned riding the West’s biggest rivers and years spent
in the food & beverage industry, Brannon oversees daily operations
at Boke Bowl with the ease and grace of a sea-wise captain.
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BUNK SANDWICHES

Chefs Tommy Habetz & Nick Wood
621 SE Morrison, Portland, OR 97214
Tel: 503/477-9515, Website: bunksandwiches.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Bunk Sandwiches is owned and operated by good friends and
sandwich aficionados, Tommy Habetz and Nick Wood. Tommy
Habetz began his culinary career in the kitchen of Bobby Flay’s
Mesa Grill. He went on to work for Mario Batali at Po Restaurant.
He helped open Mario’s Roman restaurant Lupa. After Lupa,
Tommy went to work for Drew Nieporent’s Myriad Restaurant
Group, opening Lucca in the Boca Raton Resort and Club. Tommy
moved to Portland in 2002. After a brief time at Lucere, Genoa, and
Navarre, Tommy became the chef at Ripe. He opened the Gotham
Building Tavern in 2005 and later worked at Meriwether’s. After
Meriwether’s, Tommy began working on his own project, Bunk
Sandwiches with his business partner Nick Wood. A native of
Cincinnatti, Ohio, Nick arrived in Portland in 2005 after working
at Brennan’s in New Orleans. Bunk Sandwiches opened in 2008
to much critical acclaim.

CANLIS

Chef Jason Franey
2576 Aurora Ave N., Seattle, WA 98109
Tel: 206/283-3313
Website: canlis.com
Featured Meal: Saturday Alfresco Lunch
A native of Palm Beach, Florida, Jason first began cooking at age 15,
getting his start at The Breakers Hotel. Looking for a new challenge,
Jason took a job at Campton Place at age 24, working for thenchef Laurent Manrique. A year later, Daniel Humm took over as
executive chef, and quickly made Jason his executive sous chef.
When Campton Place received four stars from The San Francisco
Chronicle it attracted big-city restaurateur Danny Meyer, who
lured Chef Humm to Eleven Madison Park in Manhattan. Charged
with remaking Eleven Madison into a flagship restaurant, Humm
insisted Mr. Meyer bring Jason as well. Together they set to ushering
in a new era of fine dining within Danny Meyer’s hospitality
empire. After six years of working under Daniel Humm, Jason left
the post of executive sous chef to become the executive chef of
Seattle’s landmark Canlis Restaurant. Having helped transform
Eleven Madison Park, placing it on the forefront of Manhattan’s
dining scene, Franey set a new course: keep Canlis, then 58 years
old, relevant, and at the forefront of fine dining in Seattle. After
only two years at Canlis, Jason was named one of Food and Wine
magazine’s Best New Chefs 2011 and The People’s Best New Chef
Northwest by Food & Wine. Jason is Canlis Restaurant’s fifth-ever
executive chef in 60 years. He’s an active gardener, snowboarder,
and outdoor enthusiast.

COMMUNITY PLATE

Chef Jesse Kincheloe
315 NE Third St., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 503/687-1902
Website: communityplate.com
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale
Jesse Kincheloe started as the opening Chef de Cuisine for
Community Plate. In August of last year Jesse was promoted to
Head Chef. Kincheloe is a graduate of Western Culinary Institute.
He worked for Jason Wilson’s Crush in Seattle and then for Tommy
Habetz at Merriwether’s in Northwest Portland. Kincheloe also
worked at the Allison Inn and Spa as well as The Walrus and the
Carpenter in Seattle.
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cookie|box|

Chefs Marcia Sisley-Berger & Anne Nisbet
6036 42nd Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98136
Tel: 206/298-6972, Website: cookieboxseattle.com
Featured Meal: Afternoon Activities
cookie|box| is a small-batch Seattle bakery handcrafting sweet
and savory cookies from pure ingredients with sophisticated
flavors. The cookie|box| menu includes old school favorites
with a modern twist like chocolate chip with sea salt, savory
shortbreads for pairing with wine, beer and cocktails, a decadent
selection of chocolate cookies, seasonal favorites and whatever
whimsical creations the cookie bakers magic makers whip up.
Co-owner Marcia Sisley-Berger is a graduate of South Seattle
Community College’s Pastry & Baking Arts program. Marcia
has worked her sweet magic at Seattle icons Ray’s Boathouse,
the Four Seasons Olympic and Restaurant Zoë. Called “insanely
talented” by local food critic Kathryn Robinson, Marcia’s desserts
have won rave reviews from Seattle Metropolitan and The
Seattle Weekly. Co-owner Anne Nisbet has produced numerous
food and wine events in her career, including the International
Pinot Noir Celebration, the Winemaker Dinner Series at Ray’s
Boathouse, Taste Washington, the Auction of Washington Wines
and Washington Wine Highway. She has written extensively
about wine, including five years as wine columnist for Seattle
magazine. Her writing has appeared in Northwest Palate, Alaska
Airlines magazine, Wine & Spirits magazine, and she contributed
wine pairings to the Junior League’s popular Celebrate the Rain
cookbook.

THE COUNTRY CAT DINNER HOUSE & BAR
Chef Adam Sappington
7937 SE Stark Street, Portland, OR 97215
Tel: 503/408-1414, Website: thecountrycat.net
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch

When Adam Sappington, of The Country Cat, speaks of his
passion for food, it is passion slow-baked over the steady heat
of the farmlands of central Missouri. Growing up in Jefferson
City, Adam’s earliest memories are of family-style meals featuring
local ingredients. This farmland culinary heritage simmered for
11 years, waiting patiently for the perfect moment. After culinary
school, Adam spent 11 years at Wildwood Restaurant and Bar.
It is here that Adam cultivated the network of farmers who he
works with today. Sappington has manifested a style that has a
farm-to-table element, from using every part of an animal he gets
in, to telling why he uses a particular cooking method to bring out
the best of the vegetable. The Country Cat Dinner House & Bar
opened in 2007 and is a culmination of family history, culinary
experience, and networking to source the best local ingredients.

THE DUNDEE BISTRO

Chef Christopher Flanagan
100-A SW 7th Street, Dundee, OR 97115
Tel: 503/554-1650, Website: dundeebistro.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Christopher Flanagan, Executive Chef of The Dundee Bistro, is a
native of Oregon Wine Country. His culinary style is inherently
wine friendly, light and intuitive. Flanagan’s lifelong experience
of living in one of America’s finest food and wine regions is the
foundation of his flavorful, beautfiul and unpretentious foods.
His epicurean journey began with an internship at The Dundee
Bistro and acquaintance with then (Continued Next Page)
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(Dundee Bistro Cont.) Executive Chef Jason Stoller Smith, who
remains Flanagan’s friend, culinary mentor and confidant. That
opportunity changed his life- he fell in love with cooking. He
went on to culinary school and kitchen positions in some of
Portland’s finer restaurants. Flanagan’s natural talent and ability to
combine flavors and textures rewards his guests with every dish,
whether an epicurean creation or simple, satisfying meal.

EaT: AN OYSTER BAR

Chefs Tobias Hogan & Ethan Powell
3808 North Williams, Portland, OR 97227
Tel: 503/281-1222, Website: eatoysterbar.com
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale
EaT is an acronym for Ethan and Tobias, the founders and
owners of EaT: An Oyster Bar. EaT is founded on the premise
of good food and good drinks in a casual environment
with friendly service. Ethan and Tobias take what they
love about New Orleans cuisine and use local products
to reproduce their favorites in the northwest. EaT features
a raw bar, plenty of Abita beer and classic cocktails from
their old-style bar, helping to revive the days of the cocktail
culture. Ethan and Tobias also recently opened The Parish,
presenting traditional Cajun food alongside the more urban
and European-inspired Creole cuisine.

EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Chef Instructors Charles Drabkin & Traci Edlin
20000 68th Avenue W, Lynnwood, WA 98026
Tel: 425/640-1459, Website: edcc.edu
Featured Meal: Salmon Bake

Charles Drabkin
Chef instructor Charles Drabkin, of Edmonds Community
College, grew up in McMinnville where food, wine, and
a relationship with the earth were instilled in him from an
early age. He has volunteered with the IPNC since he was
old enough to hold a knife, and is ecstatic to be returning
as a Featured Chef. Teaching students has given him a
chance to share his passion for food and wine with the next
generation of America’s chefs. In addition to teaching fulltime, he is very active in local sustainability efforts including
Seattle’s Chefs Collaborative and sustainability efforts on
campus. Charles would also like to extend a special thank
you to all his students and the volunteers who make the
Salmon Bake such a success.
Traci Edlin
A chef instructor at Edmonds Community College, Traci
Edlin’s passion for food and cooking started early. She
grew up in the Pacific Northwest eating locally grown
foods. Fond memories of family vacations involved salmon
fishing, clamming and crabbing in Puget Sound, and going
to eastern Washington to pick apples, tomatoes, nectarines,
and asparagus. She remembers coming home from school
to help her mom make pasta, drying it all over the kitchen.
Being at Edmonds Community College for the past 14 years
has allowed her to take her passion and convey it to her
students. “One of my greatest joys is watching students
grow from the time they enter our program where they
have never held a knife to when they graduate and have
started a successful career in the hospitality industry.”
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FEASTWORKS

Chefs Ashley & Ethan Bisagna
Portland, OR
Tel: 503/284-1704
Website: feastworks.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Ashley Brown Bisagna was born and raised in Portland in a family
that was centered on food. At a very early age, Ashley knew she
would grow up to work in the culinary field in some way or
another. She moved to Washington to attend Washington State
University where she received a bachelor’s degree in Hotel and
Restaurant Business. She then moved to Seattle where she was a
food & beverage manager for the Seattle Sheraton Hotel & Towers.
Realizing that her true passion was working in the kitchen, she
got a degree in the culinary arts. She went on to work under great
chefs such as Walter Pisano and Jerry Traunfeld. While working
at The Herbfarm she was able to harvest early in the morning for
that day’s dinner from the restaurant’s own farm. She also loved to
teach cooking classes at the famed restaurant. Ashley was happy to
see Portland’s appreciation for good food seemed to be growing.
Loving her hometown, she decided to move back after almost a
decade away. After working at Park Kitchen and then as sous chef of
Clyde Common she and her husband decided to start Feastworks.
Ethan Bisagna is a Washington native and grew up surrounded by
some of Washington state’s best farmland. After extensive travels
around the world he decided to go back to Washington where he
received a degree in the culinary arts. After cooking in Washington
for some time, Ethan moved to Portland to cook and explore the
farm and winery culture of Oregon. Ethan has studied wine through
the Wine and Spirit Education Trust and was able to fuel his passion
for the art of butchery while working at Clyde Common, Phil’s
Meat Market and as the Head Butcher for Laurelhurst Market.

FINO IN FONDO

Chefs Eric Ferguson & Carmen Peirano
777 NE 4th St., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 503/687-1652
Website: finoinfondo.com
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale
Fino in Fondo brings Italy to Oregon, planting itself in the famed
Willamette Valley Wine Country. It began in 2007, when Carmen
Peirano and Eric Ferguson took over Nick’s Italian Café, with salumi
becoming a menu mainstay. From the hills of Italy, the very heart of
Umbria and generations of Norchia, Carmen and Eric’s discoveries
for preparing salumi are time-tested. Of course, true-quality salumi
only comes from champion hogs, so they have explored the Oregon
countryside and decided on a heritage Berkshire Yorkshire, raised on
a storied farm outside of Madras. Every one of these hogs is free range
and raised antibiotic free. Using old world techniques of curing, they
craft each piece by hand. Their salumi is then aged until ready, which
in some cases can take up to 18 months. Their passion for salumi
and dedication to uphold tradition are put into each Fino In Fondo
product so that every bite is its own miniature moment of glory.
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GRACIE’S

Chef Mark Hosack
729 SW 15th Avenue, Portland, OR 97205
Tel: 503/222-2171, Website: graciesdining.com
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale & IPNC Kitchen Manager
A graduate of New York’s Culinary Institute of America,
Mark Hosack, of Gracie’s, has been cooking in the Portland
area for 20 years, where he contributes his extensive
knowledge of classic American comfort foods. He has a
deep appreciation for the freshness of ingredients available
to area chefs. In addition to visiting local farmers markets,
he deals directly with local producers and growers to
procure the finest ingredients. Chef Hosack has appeared
as a guest chef at the famous James Beard House in New
York City and won the Portland Iron Chef competition in
2003. He joined the culinary team at Lucier Portland in
April of 2008 before moving on to Gracie’s.

GRÜNER

Chef Chris Israel
527 SW 12th Ave. Portland, OR 97205
Tel: 503/241-7163
Website: grunerpdx.com
Featured Meal: Grand Dinner
Award-winning restaurateur and chef Chris Israel’s regional
recognition is unrivaled by any chef in Portland. He is the
only two time winner of The Oregonian’s Restaurant of
the Year —for the scene-changing Mediterranean inspired
Zefiro in 1990 and the dark, exotic pan Asian flavors of
Saucebox in 1997. Chris moved to New York in 1999
and after a six year “break” from cooking (serving as
Associate Art Director for Vanity Fair magazine in New
York); he returned to Portland and in 2006 stepped back
into the kitchen as executive chef at 23Hoyt. 23Hoyt was
subsequently chosen by Esquire Magazine as one of the ten
best new restaurants in America in 2007. Chris has been
featured in The New York Times, Gourmet, Bon Appétit,
Sunset, and Cooking Light, and his recipes have been
featured in several cookbooks.

THE HEATHMAN RESTAURANT & BAR

Chef Michael Stanton
1001 SW Broadway at Salmon, Portland, OR 97205
Tel: 503/241-4100, Web: heathmanrestaurantandbar.com
Featured Meal: Saturday Alfresco Lunch
Executive Chef Michael Stanton of The Heathman Restaurant
and Bar brings 24 years of French and American fine dining
experience at award winning French restaurants, five-star quality
hotels,and high volume catering operations. By incorporating
classic French techniques with kitchen brigade standards and a
passion for fine American cuisine, he developed his own style in
both running his kitchen and executing his food. Stanton is one of
few chefs able to translate French classics into brilliant American
dishes, exceeding the expectations of foodies, and inspiring
new ones in guests taken in by his bright and true flavors. An
upstate New York native, Stanton worked in New York City with
celebrated chefs at Celebrite and Lespinasse after completing
his studies at the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park.
Following his tenure in New York, he became the sous chef at
the renowned French restaurant, La Cachette in Los Angeles.
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HUNT & GATHER CATERING

Chef Andrew Biggs
5401 S.E. Rhone, Portland, OR 97206
Tel: 971/506-1530, Website: huntandgathercatering.com
Featured Meal: Salmon Bake & IPNC Kitchen Manager
As a native Oregonian, the idea of local, sustainable food has
been a way of life for Chef Andrew Biggs. Working his way
through the Portland culinary scene, Chef Biggs found early
success as the sous chef of Santé, one of Portland’s pioneer farmto-table restaurants and The Oregonian 1994 Restaurant of the
Year. From there, the excitement of catering compelled Chef Biggs
to launch Art of Catering. After enjoying many accolades and
opportunities, including working the Oscars two years running,
Chef Biggs decided to further his culinary skills. Biggs chose to
work under James Beard award-winning Chef Philippe Boulot
at The Heathman Hotel’s Restaurant and Bar as banquet chef.
For five years Biggs and Boulot produced exquisite events at The
Heathman Hotel and many of Oregon’s premier wineries. Now
Chef Biggs is once again back to what he does best. In the spring
of 2011, he launched Hunt & Gather Catering, a true testament
of the traditions and values Chef Biggs was brought up upon.
In addition, Chef Biggs will continue to manage the kitchen
during the 26th annual International Pinot Noir Celebration and
participate as a guest chef for this year’s Salmon Bake.

IMPERIAL

Chef Ben Bettinger
Address: Opening Soon at 400 SE Broadway, Portland, OR
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
After growing up in Vermont, chef Benjamin Bettinger moved to
Portland, Oregon in 2001. He attended Le Cordon Bleu’s Western
Culinary Institute, graduating in 2002 with highest honors. His
dedication and leadership in school led to an opportunity to intern
under esteemed chef Vitaly Paley at Paley’s Place. Bettinger was
hired on after completing his internship requirements, and over
the next year he stuck close by chef Paley’s side, developing strong
French technique and learning the importance of using local and
seasonal products. In the fall of 2004, Bettinger was promoted to
sous chef, a position that offered a chance to develop as a kitchen
leader, working with local farmers and purveyors. Over the next
two years the restaurant received many accolades, including chef
Paley’s James Beard award for Best Chef Pacific Northwest. In
2006, Bettinger took on more responsibility at Paley’s Place when
he became chef de cuisine, and the notoriety of the restaurant
continued to grow. That same year, Paley’s Place made the list
of Gourmet magazine’s Top 50 US Restaurants, and USA Today
named their braised rabbit entrée one of the year’s Top 25 Dishes.
In 2008, after a prosperous tenure at Paley’s Place, he accepted the
position as executive chef of the new restaurant Beaker and Flask,
which was to be opened by friend and colleague, Kevin Ludwig.
Beaker and Flask opened in the summer of 2009, immediately
garnering critical acclaim, including being named Restaurant of the
Year by Willamette Week. Chef Bettinger’s inventive take on modern
European fare is inspired by the seasons – he calls it, “Euro-Portland
Cuisine.” Chef Bettinger is now working on a new restaurant
with Vitaly Paley called Imperial, slated for opening later in 2012.
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INTERURBAN

Chef John Gorham
4057 N Mississippi Ave. Portland, OR 97227
Tel: 503/284-6669 Website: interurbanpdx.com
Featured Meal: Friday Alfresco Lunch
Four-time James Beard Award nominated chef John Gorham began
his career working in Williamsburg, VA and Eugene, OR, followed
by six months in Ghana, West Africa, where he worked to open
a restaurant during the day, and as a pit boss in a casino by night.
He then spent time at Lulu and Café Centro in San Francisco,
before moving back to Oregon where he took the helm at Fratelli
in Portland. John purchased Viande Meats and Sausage in 2003,
leading Portland’s trend in artisian charcuterie; it was awarded
Portland Monthly’s Artisan of the Year in 2006. From Viande, John
created Simpatica supper club, where he often hosted Spanish
tapas dinners. USA Today named John’s tapas dinner number one
meal in the world for ‘06, referring to his paella as, “the best the
writer had ever had.” Realizing Portland deserved a great tapas bar,
John sold both Simpatica and Viande, and set his focus on Spanish
cuisine. In 2007, after traveling to Spain, John opened Toro Bravo.
In its opening year, Portland Monthly magazine declared John Chef
of the Year, and the Willamette Week named Toro Bravo Restaurant
of the Year. In the spring of 2010, John opened Tasty n Sons, which
received that same year Willamette Week’s Restaurant of the Year.
In 2011, John partnered with ChefStable and Dan Hart of Prost! to
open Interurban. When John is not working the line at one of his three
restaurants, he is working with Portland food writer Liz Crain on “The
Making, Breaking and Riding of a Bull”, the Toro Bravo cookbook.

THE JOEL PALMER HOUSE

Chef Christopher Czarnecki
600 Ferry Street, Dayton, OR 97114
Tel: 503/864-2995, Website: joelpalmerhouse.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Christopher Czarnecki’s family business took shape when his
great-grandfather, Joseph Czarnecki, opened Joe’s Tavern in
1916 in Reading, Pennsylvania. His son, Joseph Jr., carried on
the tradition, transforming the original tavern into Joe’s Restaurant
and changing the focus to fine dining and wine with wild
mushrooms (a family passion) as the centerpiece. Christopher’s
father, Jack Czarnecki, followed in his father’s footsteps, taking
Joe’s Restaurant to a new level while maintaining the mushroom
theme. Despite the success of Joe’s, the family’s lifelong desire
was to combine great mushroom hunting with fine wine. This
dream was fully realized in 1996 when Christopher’s parents,
Jack & Heidi, purchased The Joel Palmer House and moved
the family and the restaurant west. The cuisine revolves around
wild mushrooms and truffles which the Czarnecki’s and friends
personally gather. They strive to obtain locally raised ingredients
in their cooking, using many locally produced greens, herbs,
and vegetables. Ingredients are also found in the cuisines of
Mexico, China, Thailand, Poland, and India, so they call our
cooking freestyle. And, of course, Christopher and family work
hard to create dishes which match the glorious wines of Oregon,
especially Pinot noir, Pinot gris, and Chardonnay.
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JORY AT THE ALLISON INN & SPA
Chef Sunny Jin
2525 Allison Lane, Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/554-2525, Website: theallison.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch

Graduating at the top of his class from Portland’s Western Culinary
Institute where he received the Grand Toque Award, Chef Sunny
Jin went on to complete his externship at Napa Valley’s famed
French Laundry working for three years under renowned chefs
Thomas Keller and Corey Lee. Following this experience, Jin took
the opportunity to work at the top rated restaurant in the southern
hemisphere, Sydney, Australia’s Tetsuya’s, working alongside
eponymous chef owner Tetsuya Wakuda. His experience was
heightened by side visits throughout Australia, New Zealand,
Vietnam, and Thailand, where he was able to experience explosive
and diverse cuisines. His return to the U.S. was marked by the
rare assignment of preparing for a season at El Bulli, the world’s
top rated restaurant, located in Catalonia (Spain). He worked at
El Bulli for the 2009 season under Ferran Adria and Oriol Castro
and, thereafter, traveled throughout Europe to explore the culinary
cultures of France, Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands. Upon
his return to the U.S., Jin recognized the emergence of Oregon as
one of the country’s preeminent food and wine destinations. His
search for a position amongst this emerging scene led him to JORY
at The Allison Inn & Spa which has been among the state’s best
reviewed new restaurants since its opening. “I wish to be a part of
the continued growth of this extraordinary area and have always
felt proud to call Oregon home,” notes Jin.

JUNIPER GROVE FARM

Pierre Kolisch
2024 SW 58th Street, Redmond, Oregon 97756
Tel: 503/923-8353, Website: junipergrovefarm.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Juniper Grove Farm sits at 3000 feet in the rain shadow of the
Central Oregon Cascades. It is a dry (nine-inch annual precipitation)
continental climate, good for growing alfalfa and goats. Since
1987, Pierre Kolisch and his little band of passionnes have been
milking Saanens, LaManchas, and Alpines and turning it into
farmstead chevre. Trained in France, he is devoted to preserving
unpasteurized cheeses in the United States. They invite you to stop
by the shop when you are next in Central Oregon.

KAME JAPANESE RESTAURANT

Chefs Meiko Nordin & Ko Kagawa
211 NE Third Street, McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 503/434-4326
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale
Mieko Nordin opened Kame Japanese Restaurant in November
of 1990 to provide McMinnville and Yamhill County with
authentic Japanese cuisine. With her focus on quality ingredients
and true handmade cooking, Kame quickly gained a loyal
following in the community, allowing her to expand her original
location several times. Mieko first met Ko Kagawa when he was
a Linfield College student. After graduating, Ko and Mieko kept
in touch and in 2007, Mieko asked Ko to become her business
partner. Together they worked hard to build the business and in
the summer of 2008, Kame moved to a new, larger space on
McMinnville’s historic Third Street where they continue to offer
the finest Japanese cuisine.
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KEN’S ARTISAN BAKERY

Chef Ken Forkish
338 NW 21st Avenue, Portland, OR 97209
Tel: 503/248-2202, Website: kensartisan.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
After having trained at the San Francisco Baking Institute,
the National Baking Center, Culinary Institute of America at
Greystone, Toscana Saporita in Tuscany, and the Paul Bocuse
Institute, Ken Forkish opened Ken’s Artisan Bakery in November
2001. His bakery, which is also a café, is known for organic rustic
bread, classic Parisian baguettes, and pâtisserie reminiscent of
Paris’s best. Ken buys directly from northwest growers and
features local, in-season produce. Many of Portland’s finest
restaurants serve Ken’s bread: Paley’s Place, Higgins, Navarre,
and Park Kitchen. Ken’s Artisan Bakery has been featured in
Gourmet magazine’s Best Restaurants in America and Bon
Appetit magazine. In 2006, Ken opened a pizzeria with a woodfired oven called Ken’s Artisan Pizza.

LA CAPITALE BRASSERIE

Chef David Rosales
508 State Street, Salem, OR 97301
Tel: 503/585-1975, Website: lacapitalesalem.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
David is a graduate of California Culinary Academy in downtown
San Francisco. He spent 15 years in the bay area’s top restaurants
including Lalime’s and Chez Panisse. In 1999, David was
brought on board at Via Centro as chef de cuisine under Jean
Pierre Moulle. In 2001, as executive chef, he opened Fonda, a
Central and South American restaurant and bar. Fonda opened to
huge crowds and was awarded three stars by the San Francisco
Chronicle. Under David’s direction, Fonda consistently made
Michael Bauer’s Top 100 yearly restaurant list. In 2003, David
was named one of five Rising Star Chefs by the Chronicle.
Recently, David has returned to his hometown of Salem to open
La Capitale Brasserie, which serves casual bistro food sourcing
products from local farms and ranchers in the Willamette Valley.
In May of 2010 David opened Andaluz, a Spanish tapas bar next
to La Capitale.

LA RAMBLA

Chef Timothy Hodges
238 NE Third Street, McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 503/435-2126, Website: laramblaonthird.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Chef Timothy Hodges began cooking professionally at the age of 16
and in 2004 enrolled in the culinary program at the Art Institute of
Charlotte in North Carolina. While attending school, he was hired as a
banquet cook at a well respected French restaurant, Bistro 100, which
later became Taverna 100. Before graduating from culinary school,
Chef Hodges was offered a position as sous chef by fellow Institute
graduate Eric Ferguson of the venerable Nick’s Italian Café. Chef
Hodges moved to Oregon and fell in love with the Willamette Valley
and the bounty of culinary products available. After two years learning
to prepare Northern Italian inspired cuisine at Nick’s, Chef Hodges was
ready to delve into Spanish cuisine at the helm of La Rambla’s kitchen.
Chef Hodges applies Spanish cooking techniques and principles of
Spanish cuisine to the superior products the northwest has to offer.
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LAURELHURST MARKET

Chefs Ben Dyer, David Kreifels & Jason Owens
3155 E Burnside, Portland, OR 97232
Tel: 503/206-3099, Website: laurelhurstmarket.com
Featured Meal: Salmon Bake
Ben Dyer
Benjamin Dyer is one of the chef/owners of Laurelhurst Market and
Simpatica Catering & Dining Hall, and former owner of Viande Meats
& Sausage, in Portland. He has been cooking for the last 13 years,
cutting his teeth under chef Bill Hatch at Café Zenon in Eugene before
moving to Portland in 2003. Originally from Kona, Hawaii, Ben has
a deep background in charcuterie and all things meat. He and his
partners opened Laurelhurst Market - a restaurant with a full service
butcher shop and charcuterie located within.
Dave Kreifels
Chef Dave Kreifels was born in Portland and has enjoyed the
opportunity to watch the local food scene grow from its infancy into
the full-fledged food city Portland has become. He was the sous chef
at Tuscany Grill under both John Gorham and Paul Dicarli, where
he developed his own style and technique. Dave came to Simpatica
when the Dining Hall was built in January of 2006, and has been
instrumental in helping Simpatica Dining Hall become what it is
today. In 2007, Dave became part owner of Simpatica, and along
with Jason Owens, is one of the head chefs of Simpatica Catering and
Simpatica Dining Hall.
Jason Owens
Jason Owens moved to Portland in 1996 after graduating from the
New England Culinary Institute in Montpelier, Vermont. After working
with two highly talented chefs, Mark Gould of Atwater’s and Vitaly
Paley of Paley’s Place, he decided that Portland was the only place
for a cook interested in working with the motherlode of edibles that
Oregon offers. In the summer of 2003, Jason teamed up with longtime friend David Padberg of Park Kitchen to start Axis Supper Club,
cooking dinners in his backyard with an assortment of produce from
the garden. Axis Supper Club went on to cook at many different
locations until December 2004. In January of 2005, Jason joined the
Simpatica team as chef and part owner.

LE PIGEON and LITTLE BIRD

Chef Gabriel Rucker
738 E. Burnside St. Portland, OR 97214
Tel: 503/546-8796
Website: lepigeon.com
Featured Meal: Grand Dinner
Food and Wine magazine named Chef Rucker of Le Pigeon one
of the country’s Best New Chef’s in 2007. In 2008 and 2009 his
name popped up on yet another high profile list of over-achievers,
as a nominee for The James Beard Foundation’s Rising Star Chef. At
eighteen years of age, Chef Rucker “began” his career by dropping
out of Santa Rosa Junior College’s culinary program. Instead of a
formal culinary education he opted for the alternative “hands on”
approach that many talented chefs have done before him. After
leaving his native state of California he arrived in Oregon in 2003
landing a job at highly regarded Paley’s Place in Portland. He moved
on to become the sous chef at The Gotham Building Tavern. There
he began combining straightforward American standards with
classic French technique to resounding approval. In June of 2006,
Gabriel started at Le Pigeon where his notoriety and career hit warpspeed. Subsequent to being named to (Continued Next Page)
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(Le Pigeon Continued)
Food and Wine’s Best New Chef’s of 2007 list, the press began to
take note. Portland Monthly named him their Chef of The Year,
followed closely by The Oregonian dubbing him their Rising Star
Chef of 2007. The patrons began clamoring to eat at Le Pigeon to try
his rustic France-meets-Spain-meets-California-meets-Oregon style.
Restaurant Hospitality Magazine also jumped on Chef Rucker’s
bandwagon, calling him their Rising Star Chef of 2007. In 2008 Le
Pigeon was named as The Oregonian’s co-restaurant of the year, and
most recently Gabriel Rucker won a James Beard Award for Rising
Star Chef of the Year 2011.

MEAT CHEESE BREAD

Chef John Stewart
1406 SE Stark St., Portland, OR 97214
Tel: 503/234-1700
Website: meatcheesebread.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
John Stewart has had extensive restaurant experience starting at
the age of 14, running the gamut from corporate chains to small,
chef-owned fine dining establishments. He has spent the last 20
years successfully working in virtually every restaurant position
available. While working as a full time cook in his hometown of
Albuquerque New Mexico, John attended culinary school receiving
an Associates Degree in Culinary Arts. By age 21, he was front of
house manager and corporate trainer for a fast growing brew pub.
Drawn to the bounty of local produce and support of the close-knit
culinary community, John relocated to Portland. Once in Oregon
he landed a job at Ciao Vito. He then moved on to work with Scott
Dolich at his highly acclaimed restaurant Park Kitchen, leaving to
become commissary kitchen manager at Grand Central Baking Co.
In 2008 John opened Meat Cheese Bread, a small sandwich shop in
southeast Portland taking pride in seasonal, fresh ingredients.

MILWAUKIE KITCHEN & WINE

Chef Pascal Sauton
10610 Main Street, Milwaukie, OR 97222
Tel: 503/653-3228 Website: milwaukiekitchen.com
Featured Meal: Volunteer Welcome Dinner
Milwaukie Kitchen & Wine was created by Chef Pascal Sauton as
a gathering place to celebrate community through food and drink.
Located in historic downtown Milwaukie, Oregon, The Kitchen is a
specialty deli and market, a morning coffee shop, a studio for cooking
classes and events, and a place to meet friends and neighbors for
lunch or a glass of wine. The Kitchen supports our food community
by procuring seasonal ingredients from our region’s small growers
and local food artisans. We offer a daily selection of healthy mealsto-go, from exceptional sandwiches, soups, and salads to hot, chefprepared entrées to pick up for dinner. While you¹re here, grab a
bottle of wine from our curated selection focused on French and
Pacific Northwest vintners.
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KRISTEN D. MURRAY
Featured Meal: Grand Dinner

Kristen Murray’s story begins with her childhood in Southern
California, baking with her grandmother and great aunt, where
she transformed ripe fruit and beautiful produce into her earliest
desserts.Fueled by the desire to learn and explore, Kristen headed
north to San Francisco, where she attended the California Culinary
Academy. She began cooking with Bradley Ogden at One Market,
baked into the wee hours of the morning at Noe Valley Bakery &
Bread Co.,and held her first Pastry Chef position under the famed
Alain Rondelli. Murray continued on her quest to enhance her
talents, moving to New York City and honing her pastry technique
with talented Pastry Chef Claudia Fleming at Gramercy Tavern.
Additionally, while in Manhattan, she held Executive Pastry Chef
positions at Aquavit, An American Place, and at the Hôtel Plaza
Athénée, before heading to Boston in 2001. There, she met
restaurateur Barbara Lynch and worked with her for many years
at No. 9 Park, as well as opening The Butcher Shop and B&G
Oysters. She assisted Lynch with Les Nouvelles Mères Cuisinières
at “Le Picnic” in Courchevel, France. During this time, she had
the opportunity to work with pastry queen and “fairy godmother
of jams & jellies”, Christine Ferber. Kristen moved to Portland,
Oregon in 2008 to open Lucier, where she immediately gained
the attention of the local press and the culinary community. She
rounded out her time as the consultant pastry chef at Ten-01 and
Fenouil. In 2009, Murray began teaching pastry intensives and
cooking classes at The Chef’s Studio with Robert Reynolds. In
2010, Kristen returned to France, this time to Alsace, as part of
The Chef’s Studio, where she again spent time with Ferber. In the
fall of 2010, Murray accepted the position of Pastry Chef at Vitaly
Paley’s iconic Portland restaurant, Paley’s Place. In March of
2012, Kristen left her post at Paley’s to open her own dream shop,
slated to open early fall of this year. Until her much anticipated
opening, she can be found baking at Little t American Baker,
cooking at Kir Wine Bar and assisting Robert Reynolds at The
Chef’s Studio. Kristen was awarded Portland Rising Star Pastry
Chef 2011 by Star Chefs, competed in the Star Chefs International
Pastry Competition 2010, and was voted Best Pastry Chef in
2004 by Boston Magazine. She has been published in The New
York Times, Art Culinaire, Boston Magazine, Mix Magazine, The
Oregonian and Portland Monthly.

NED LUDD

Chef Jason French
3925 NE MLK Jr. Boulevard, Portland, OR 97212
Tel: 503/288-6900, Website: nedluddpdx.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Jason French was born and raised on the East Coast. He began dining
and cooking at an early age. His professional career has included
importing and selling cheese, selling wine under the guidance of two
master sommeliers, teaching culinary school, and cooking in twenty
kitchens. He trained under notable chefs Jeffrey Buben, Peter Smith,
and Cathal Armstrong while working at Vidalia in Washington,
D.C. He is a 1997 graduate of L’Academie de Cuisine where he
was awarded a James Beard scholarship. After a visit to Portland,
the Oregon coast, and the PSU Farmer’s Market, Jason moved to
Oregon in 2001 with plans of opening a restaurant. He is inspired by
regional foodways, his family, the weather and Oregon’s committed
and passionate artisans.
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NOSTRANA

Chef Cathy Whims
1401 SE Morrison, Portland, OR 97212
Tel: 503/234-2427, Website: nostrana.com
Featured Meal: ¡Salud! Dinner
Cathy Whims has been serving authentic regional Italian fare to
Portland diners for nearly 25 years. She and her partner, David West,
opened Nostrana in 2005 and quickly earned The Oregonian’s
designation of Restaurant of the Year. Nostrana specializes in
the regional cuisines of Italy using ingredients provided by many
of the best farmers, cheese makers, and meat producers in the
northwest. Nostrana has also been mentioned in many local and
national magazines including Sunset, Details, Food & Wine,
Northwest Palate, Gourmet, the New York Times Travel magazine,
Alaska Airlines Magazine, and Italian Cooking and Living. Cathy
is an active member of the International Association of Culinary
Professionals, Chef’s Collaborative and Slow Food. She loves
sharing her knowledge and is a frequent guest teacher at schools
around the region.

OLYMPIC PROVISIONS

Chefs Elias Cairo & Alex Yoder
1632 NW Thurman St. Portland, OR 97209
Tel: 503/894-8136, Website: olympicprovisions.com
Featured Meal: Afternoon Activities
Olympic Provisions is home to both a European-style restaurant
and deli serving lunch and dinner, as well as Oregon’s first
USDA certified meat-curing facility. Salumist Elias Cairo crafts
“American Charcuterie” using local, high-quality ingredients
for wholesale to grocery stores, restaurants and wine bars
around the region. Elias Cairo grew up working in his family’s
Greek and American restaurants in Salt Lake City and Chicago.
He became even more passionate about food at the age of 13
while working on his family’s farm in Alios Vassilious, Greece.
Elias received formal culinary training during three years of
apprenticeship in Wildhaus, Switzerland and Kos, Greece. He
also attended Beruschefule Wattwil Trade School, Kanton St.
Gallen Switzerland. Elias is excited by the variety of Oregon’s
fresh local ingredients and is fully committed to supporting the
local farmers and food community.

OX

Chef Gregory Denton
2225 NE Martin Luther King Jr Blvd, Portland, OR 97212
Tel: 503/284-3366
Website: oxpdx.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Raised in Rutland, Vermont, Gregory knew he wanted to be a chef
from age 4. By age 9 he was already learning to cook in a familyrun restaurant. After graduating with honors from The Culinary
Institute of America and completing an externship in the Executive
Dining Room of the Central Intelligence Agency, Gregory worked
at The Refectory Restaurant in Columbus, OH, and Hemingway’s
Restaurant in Killington, VT. He then moved west to Napa Valley,
California, where he worked for Chef Hiro Sone at Terra in St.
Helena as the first titled Chef de Cuisine. With an urge to travel and
an interest in learning more about Asian Pacific cuisines, Gregory
looked even further west to Hawaii, working as Executive Chef of
Mala Ocean Tavern. In April 2007 Gregory cooked the personal
meals for His Holiness The Dalai Lama for the two days he was in
Maui. Greg opened Metrovino as the (Continued next page)
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Executive Chef in May 2009, offering an inspired menu featuring
refined, yet rustic, New American cuisine. In 2010, Metrovino was
named one of the top three restaurant awards in the Oregonian’s
Diner issue and chosen as one of the top restaurants in Portland
Monthly’s restaurant issue. In 2011, Greg won Nicky USA’s 2011
Wild About Game competition and was named Eater PDX’s Chef of
the Year. His newest project OX opened in late April 2012.

PBJ’S

Chefs Keena Tallman & Shane Chapman
919 NW 23rd St., Portland, OR 97210
Website: pbjsgrilled.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
PBJ’s launched their food cart at Willamette Week’s Food
Cart Festival in April 2010, during the annual meeting of
International Association of Culinary Professionals. Conference
attendees voted PBJ’s sandwiches second place winner at the
festival. The following week, PBJ’s cart opened for business on
NW 23rd in Portland. Owners Shane Chapman and Keena
Tallman’s purpose is to create a unique and delicious sandwich
from a nostalgic, classic American tradition. They make their
own organic nut butters, combining hand-crafted ingredients
with other local food artisans, including fruit spreads from
Oregon Growers in Hood River, Oregon. The sandwiches are
sweet, savory, spicy or tart, like the Hot Hood, made with PBJ’s
own peanut butter on Challah with black cherry jam, roasted
jalapenos and applewood smoked bacon.

PINE STATE BISCUITS

Chefs Kevin Atchley, Walt Alexander & Brian Snyder
3640 SE Belmont Street, Portland, OR 97214
Tel: 503/236-3346, Website: pinestatebiscuits.com
Featured Meal: Sparkling Finale
Pine State Biscuits launched their kitchen at the bustling
Portland Farmers Market in spring of 2006. Word caught on
about the outdoor baking operation and in early 2008, Walt
Alexander, Kevin Atchley, and Brian Snyder opened up a
small biscuit shop on Belmont Avenue where folks can enjoy
a wholesome breakfast or lunch six days a week, rain or shine.
They added a second shop on NE Alberta and are weekly
participants in the Portland Farmers Market at PSU.

PIX PATISSERIE

Chef Cheryl Wakerhauser
PIX SE - 3402 SE Division, Portland, OR 97202
PIX North - 3901 N Williams, Portland, OR 97227
Tel SE: 503/236-3346, Tel North: 503-282-6539
Website: pixpatisserie.com
Featured Meal: Friday Alfresco Lunch
After a short-lived career studying to be an astronaut, pastry chef
Cheryl Wakerhauser of Pix Pâtisserie trained at the pâtisserie of
MOF Philippe Urraca in southern France. In 2001 she moved
to Portland and set up shop at the Portland Farmers Market. The
next year, Pix Pâtisserie opened its doors supplying Portlanders
with classic and inventive French desserts, croquembouche,
chocolates, and ice cream. In 2005 the NY Times said,
“Wakerhauser’s macaroons trounce Per Se’s,” the famed NY
restaurant owned by Thomas Keller. Visit one of the two funky/
chic locations to sample these little jewels paired with an array
of dessert wines, Belgian beers, and fine spirits.
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RECIPE

Chef Paul Bachand
115 N. Washington St. Newberg, OR 97132
Tel: 503/487-6853 Web: recipeaneighborhoodkitchen.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Recipe, A Neighborhood Kitchen opened its doors to the
community in the spring of 2011, showcasing rustic yet refined
preparations of wine country cuisine while always adapting to
the seasons enthusiastically. Time honored cooking methods
and techniques, along with long standing family recipes take the
forefront when composing our menus on a daily basis. Chef/Owner
Paul Bachand’s artisanal philosophies carry through in the kitchen
at Recipe with an everchanging selection of cured and smoked
meats, hand formed cheeses, pastas and old world charcuterie.

RED FOX BAKERY

Chef Laurie Furch
328 NE Evans St., McMinnville, OR 97128
Tel: 206/456-7464
Website: redfoxbakery.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Educated at the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park, New
York, Laurie Lehner Furch moved to Oregon with her husband Jason
to begin an artisan baking program at Salishan Lodge in Gleneden
Beach, Oregon. She then became the pastry chef at the Blackfish
Café, and opened the Red Fox Bakery in Lincoln City. The bakery
moved to McMinnville in 2003. Her breads focus on traditional,
old-school methods, and the bakery uses organic, local products
whenever possible. The bakery’s philosophy is to preserve the past
while educating people about food history and about incorporating
bread and wheat products into a healthy, balanced lifestyle.

RN74

Chef Seis Kamimura
1433 4th Ave., Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206/456-7464
Website: michaelmina.net/restaurants/locations/rnwa.php
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
BA graduate of the French Culinary Institute in New York City,
Executive Chef Seisuke (Seis) Kamimura brings more than 20 years of
experience in the food service and hospitality industries to Michael
Mina’s first Pacific Northwest wine bar and dining establishment,
RN74 Seattle. Kamimura’s extensive experience in notable
establishments along the West Coast paired with his understanding of
and training in French cuisine, held great appeal for Mina, who cites
Kamimura’s connection with the great ingredients available in the
Northwest and his skilled technique as what makes these ingredients
“explode on the plate.” Kamimura began his career as Executive
Sous Chef at Wolfgang Puck’s Spago in Beverly Hills before moving
to Seattle to open Bada Lounge. A return to Los Angeles to accept
the position of Executive Chef at Chi in the Hyatt West Hollywood
followed, with Kamimura eventually returning to Seattle to open a
specialty food and retail store, Les Cadeaux Gourmets, with wife Pia.
From there, Kamimura opened BOKA Kitchen + Bar at Hotel 1000
before he briefly returned to the Wolfgang Puck organization to head
up the Seattle catering operation and serve as Executive Chef at Puck’s
San Francisco Postrio Restaurant. Kamimura brought his culinary
insight to the esteemed Artisanal Brasserie & Wine Bar at The Bravern
before it closed in 2010. Along the way, he served as Executive Chef
for the Seattle Golf Club and Microsoft’s Café 86. Kamimura and
his cuisine have been recognized nationally in Food & Wine, Bon
Appétit, Wine & Spirits, James Beard Foundation, Gayot.com, The
Wall Street Journal and Canada’s Globe and Mail. (Cont. p. 74)
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(RN 74 continued) The cuisine at RN74 offers a modern point
of view on regional French classics, drawing from in-season
produce and the region’s bounty of hand-raised meats from
ranchers and farmers. Kamimura’s take on these classic dishes
features bold but balanced flavors, specifically designed dishes
that are meant to accompany and elevate the wine-focused menu.

THE SALMON CREW
Featured Meal: Salmon Bake

Inspired by the Northwest Salmon Bake featured at IPNC every
year, White House Head Usher Daniel Shanks encouraged
First Lady Michelle Obama to invite Chef Jason Stoller Smith of
Timberline Lodge to recreate the elaborate spread for President
Obama and the First Lady at the Annual Congressional Picnic in
June 2010. After assembling the “DC Salmon Crew” comprised
of longtime IPNC volunteers, retired McMinnville teachers, friends
and family, Jason accepted the challenge and, with support from
IPNC, headed to the nation’s capitol. While the Secret Service
hovered nearby, the Crew built a 60-foot long fire in front of the
Oval Office and served up Alaskan King salmon to 1800 members
of the Congress and their families. President Obama personally
thanked each member of the crew at the end of the surreal day. It
was an overwhelming honor and privilege to represent the Pacific
Northwest at the White House. It is with the same enthusiasm and
pride that the Crew pays tribute to the 26th IPNC.

SALT & STRAW

Chefs Kim Malek & Tyler Malek
2035 NE Alberta, Portland, OR 97211
Tel: 503/208-3867
Website: saltandstraw.com
Featured Meal: Afternoon Activities
Salt & Straw is Portland’s farm-to-cone ice cream shop. Their ice
cream is handmade in small-batches using only all-natural dairy
with the best local, sustainable and organic ingredients Oregon has
to offer, as well as imported flavors from small, handpicked farms
and producers around the world. It starts with local cream from
Lochmead Dairy in Eugene, Oregon. All their cows were born right
there on their third generation, family farm – so you know it’s the
highest quality you can get and super fresh. The ice cream is made
with 17% butterfat, very little air in the churn process, and a low
sweetness level...so the flavors can really shine through!

SALUMERIA DI CARLO

Chef Fred Carlo
PO Box 471, Dundee, OR 97115
Tel: 503/274-0133
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Born in 1950 and raised in a small, mostly Italian-American village
in western New York near his grandparents’ farm, Fred Carlo’s
happiest childhood memories revolve around his grandmother and
the good things that came out of her garden and kitchen. In 1976,
Fred moved to Oregon and settled into northwest Portland, making
sausages in his home and at restaurants where he worked. In 1986
Fred started Salumeria di Carlo, a wholesale sausage business. In
the fall of 1987, his first retail shop was opened next to PastaWorks
on southeast Hawthorne and in 1990 a second was opened inside
City Market in northwest Portland. Fred sold the business in 1996,
living a life of “leisured reflection” for six years until 2002 when he
resumed Salumeria di Carlo, wholesaling to stores and restaurants.
You can find Fred cooking sausages in four Portland farmers markets
from April through November.
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SOUBISE

Chef Gabriel Gil
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Chef Gabriel Gil was born in Southern California. Inspired
by his time spent growing up in the kitchen of his Mexican
grandmother, Gabriel developed a passion for cuisine. Cooking
was initially a hobby and part-time career as Gabriel spent his
early twenties traveling around the US, Canada, Europe and
Asia as a musician. He had the opportunity to experience
the native cuisine of various countries, and between tours,
he always managed to find his way back into a kitchen and
working his way up through the ranks. Gabriel’s love for food
ultimately influenced his decision to pursue cooking full time.
He relocated to Portland, Or., where he learned to appreciate
the bounty and beauty of the Pacific Northwest. He began
using local, organic and sustainable products while working
at Castagna. He continued his training as Sous Chef of Bistro
Casanis under the tutelage of Chef Bradley Bordchardt, formerly
of famous New York kitchens such as Veritas, Montrechet, and
Cafe Boloud. Lured out of Portland, Gabriel moved to Santa Fe,
NM, when offered a job as Chef de Cuisine of the renowned
Coyote Cafe. He still worked closely with Bordchardt, as well
as alongside Chef Mark Miller, culinary revolutionary and
founder of modern Southwestern cuisine. Here, Gabriel’s
palette was expanded and refined, as was his overall approach
to cooking. After a year and a half in the Southwest, Gabriel
returned to LA and teamed up with Chef Gabriel Gabreski
at Blue on Blue restaurant. Located in the unique and funky
Beverly Hills Boutique Avalon Hotel, it was named one of
Food & Wine magazine’s Best Hotel Restaurants.From there,
Gabriel accepted his first Executive Chef’s position, cooking
at the contemporary and eclectic Mediterranean restaurant
Neomeze in Pasadena, CA. Eventually however, and fortunately
for us, Gabriel was drawn back to Oregon and its plethora of
sustainable produce and seafood. Incorporating seasonal food
variations, Gabriel integrates his unique perspective on cuisine
by creating classic French bistro fare with a modern twist. He is
currently expressing his passion and creativity developing the
menu for Soubise, slated to open in Eugene in late 2012.

TERRACE KITCHEN

Chefs Fernando & Marlene Divina
485 2nd Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Tel: 503/699-1136, Website: terracekitchen.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
Two James Beard awards are better than one. There are precious
few husband and wife James Beard Award winning couples
in America. Chef Fernando Divina and wife/business partner
Marlene, have returned to Oregon to set up their latest restaurant,
Terrace Kitchen, on 2nd and B in Lake Oswego. A Slow Food
Award nominee, chef Divina selects the region’s local, organic,
sustainable food products to create his handcrafted Northwest
menus. Terrace Kitchen features the Divinas’ unique “little dishes
of the Americas,” Oregon mainstays such as wild salmon, grassfed beef, and American grilled flatbreads from the Divina’s awardwinning cookbook, Foods of the Americas, topped with delicious
seasonal offerings. Terrace Kitchen offers cooking classes, special
wine and handcrafted distilled spirits dinners, plus guest chefs and
speakers.
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TIMBERLINE LODGE

Chef Jason Stoller Smith
27500 E. Timberline Rd. Timberline Lodge, OR 97028
Tel: 503/272-3104, Website: timberlinelodge.com/dining
Featured Meal: Salmon Bake
Timberline Lodge Executive Chef Jason Stoller Smith is a selfmade professional. Smith took his first executive chef position
at the Budd Bay Café, a popular seafood restaurant in Olympia,
Washington. Next he moved to Oregon’s National Historic
Landmark Timberline Lodge where he saw an opportunity to
pursue his passion for true seasonal food preparation and cooking.
After 4 years under the tutelage of Timberline’s then chef, Leif Eric
Benson, Jason left to become a partner in Dundee Bistro where he
ran the kitchen and directed the culinary program of what became
Oregon’s premier wine country restaurant. While there, he earned
a reputation as one of the premier Northwest chefs. Perhaps the
ultimate compliment to his talents and hard work came in the
summer of 2010 when he was invited to the White House to
represent the cuisine of the Pacific Northwest for a Congressional
Picnic personally hosted by President and Mrs. Barack Obama
for 2000 guests and members of the U.S. Congress. Jason’s
career came full circle in 2010 when he returned to Timberline
Lodge as Executive Chef upon the retirement of Chef Benson. At
Timberline’s high quality, high volume setting, Chef Jason Stoller
Smith has hit his stride and stepped it up even a notch further. His
close ties and support of Oregon farmers, ranchers, vintners, and
fishermen continues to nurture his reputation for utilizing locally
grown sustainable food products, as well as propel Timberline’s
popularity and the northwest’s growing national notoriety for fresh,
farm-to-table cuisine. Jason will be assisted at the firepit by his
White House Salmon Crew.

TRACE SEATTLE

Chef Steven Ariel
1112 4th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206/264-6060
Website: traceseattle.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Chef Steven Ariel is an innovative culinarian who has traveled
widely and worked within a broad array of cuisines, from
Asian and Pacific Rim fusion, to Northern Italian and Pacific
Northwestern and brings this global perspective to his position of
Chef de Cuisine at TRACE. Born in Honolulu, Steven was raised on
the Big Island (Hawaii) on a macadamia nut and coffee farm. Chef
Ariel’s extensive knowledge of the kitchen along with a passion
for food and wine pairings comes courtesy of intensive study at
the University of Hawaii, the Thai Cooking School in Bangkok,
Thailand and completion of the introductory course from the
Court of Master Sommeliers. In March of 1995 he helped open
Alan Wong’s Honolulu and in September 1999, Steven served
as the Chef de Cuisine at The Pineapple Room by Alan Wong in
Honolulu, garnering restaurant kudos from Food & Wine, Wine
Spectator, Gourmet magazine, Zagat and more. A move to Seattle
in 2006 found Chef Ariel working as Executive Sous Chef at the
renowned Canlis restaurant, where he was responsible for all
aspects of kitchen operations. From 2009 to 2011, he worked as
Sous Chef alongside Chef Holly Smith at Cafe Juanita in yet another
highly regarded, James Beard Award winning restaurant, with a
focus on the foods of the Northern Italian region of Piedmont. Most
recently Chef Ariel held the position of Chef de Cuisine at Chef
Thierry Rautureau’s French restaurant, LUC, in Seattle’s Madison
Valley neighborhood.
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TRELLIS

Chef Brian Scheehser
220 Kirkland Ave., Kirkland, WA 98033
Tel: 425/284-5900
Website: heathmankirkland.com/trellis
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Trellis restaurant at The Heathman Hotel is a celebration of the
bounty of our land and the people who are inspired by it. Savor
innovative wine-country cuisine made from organic, farm-fresh
ingredients and artisan products at their seasonal peak. Executive
Chef Brian Scheehser mixes modern cooking techniques with local
flavors and the rustic, robust, farm-fresh cooking style that reflects
our wine country sensibility. Focusing on small, artisan farmers
and ranchers from the Seattle area, and cooking with ingredients
grown and harvested on his 10-acre farm in Woodinville, Chef
Scheehser’s menu is a natural masterpiece of what’s growing in
the garden. You’ll enjoy fresh, simple cuisine with a modern twist
at this delicious Kirkland restaurant! In addition, Chef Scheehser’s
new “Spa-pe-ti-zer” Menu, a selection of raw hors d’oeuvres, small
plates and juices - may be ordered exclusively by guests enjoying
spa treatments at Penterra Spa.

TWO TARTS BAKERY

Chef Elizabeth Beekley
2309 NW Kearney Street, Portland, OR 97210
Tel: 503/312-9522, Website: tartnation.wordpress.com
Featured Meal: Sunday Walkabout
At Two Tarts Bakery, Elizabeth Beekley and her crew create an
array of artisan pint-sized cookies for your enjoyment. Think of
them as low-yield, flavor-forward, highly-allocated cookies, if you
must! It’s just what you need after a hard day of imbibing some of
the world’s finest Pinot noir (ok, that and a beer at the DeLuxe.)
On your way home, visit the retail bakery in northwest Portland.
The husband/wife/children you left behind will be much more
predisposed to forgiving you if you bring them a box of treats from
Oregon. Sorry to say, they have not received their Parker scores as
of yet. Maybe you could send Bob their way?

WILDWOOD

Chef Dustin Clark
1221 NW 21st Avenue, Portland, OR 97209
Tel: 503/248-9663, Website: wildwoodrestaurant.com
Featured Meal: Grand Dinner
A South Dakota native, Dustin Clark began working in restaurants
as a teenager. At the age of 18, he enrolled in the New England
Culinary Institute. He did one of his externships at Wildwood
Restaurant in Portland, and stayed on to work for over a decade
under the mentorship of its founder Cory Schreiber. In 2006, Dustin
became chef de cuisine at Wildwood, and a year later succeeded
Cory as executive chef. Dustin proudly “cooks from the source,”
using premium ingredients from the bountiful farmlands of Oregon
and Washington and working closely with the region’s farmers,
winemakers, and cheesemakers to produce a weekly menu that
reflects the seasons and flavors of the Pacific Northwest.
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WOODSMAN TAVERN

Chef Jason Barwikowski
4537 SE Division St., Portland, OR 97206
Tel: 971/373-8264 Website: woodsmantavern.com
Featured Meal: Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch
Originally from Michigan, Jason cooked his way West, landing
in Portland, Oregon in 2004. He opened Clyde Common as the
executive chef in 2007 and Olympic Provisions as chef and coowner in 2009. In 2011, he partnered with Duane Sorenson to
open The Woodsman Tavern.

XOCOLATL DE DAVID

Chef David Briggs
Portland, OR
Website: xocolatldedavid.com
Featured Meal: Saturday Alfresco Lunch
David Briggs in the owner and chocolatier of Xocolatl de Davíd
in Portland, Oregon. Briggs grew up in the San Francisco Bay
Area, save 4 years living in Australia and Singapore, which led
to extensive travels through Asia that heavily influenced both
David’s childhood and culinary interests. David graduated from
the University of Oregon with a degree in Exercise and Movement
Science. It was in Eugene that he got his first taste of professional
cooking and in 2002, David enrolled at The Culinary Institute of
America in Hyde Park, NY. Upon graduation in 2004 he accepted
a job with Scott Dolich at Park Kitchen in Portland, Oregon. He
was named Sous Chef in 2007 and worked with Dolich until
March of 2009. David started Xocolatl de Davíd informally,
and unintentionally, in 2005 while just “playing around with
chocolate.” Over the next four years he worked hard to make
his chocolates and confections stand out from those around him.
Briggs works with as many local farmers as possible and sources
his single origin chocolate from sustainable and fair trade sources.
And while the focus is certainly chocolate, David’s confections
stand out due to their savory and sweet nature. David has been
featured in Bon Appetit, Cooking Light, The Wall Street Journal,
Sunset & MIX, to name a few. He won a Good Food Award for his
Salted Caramel Chocolate Bar in 2011.
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IPNC Chef
Support Team
Our kitchen support team consists of a talented group of
professional chefs, culinary instructors, culinary students and
dedicated enthusiasts. Their generous participation is critical to
the success of the Celebration and we thank them for supporting
IPNC Featured Chefs.
Alex Bourgidu, Eugene, OR
Robert Bowers, Albany, OR
Chris Chennel, McMinnville, OR
Joan Cirillo, Portland, OR
Brenda Crow, Portland, OR
Ray Duffield, Tigard, OR
Adrienne Ewanchyna, Corvallis, OR
Chris Faytinger, Albany, OR
Helen Fenske, Salem, OR
McKay Fenske, Portland, OR
Vern Fenske, Salem, OR
Kevin Finch, Spokane, WA
Megan French, Eugene, OR
DeeAnn Hall, Corvallis, OR
Mary Hatz, Portland, OR
Rodrigo Huerta, Corvallis, OR
John Jarschke, Albany, OR
Sasha Kaplan, Portland, OR
Jason Knapp, Everett, WA
George Knight, Albany, OR
Carol Komlos, Salt Lake City, UT
Russell Kool, Hillsboro, OR
Adria Lagasse, McMinnville, OR
Eric Lenard, Portland, OR
Jake Madosik, Vancouver, WA
Yair Maidan, Portland, OR
Richard Nelson, McMinnville, OR
Alfred Ono, Portland, OR
Molly Priest, Portland, OR
Raul Salinas, McMinnville, OR
Sam Salsman, Everett, WA
Joan Schindelar, McMinnville, OR
John Schindelar, McMinnville, OR
Jay Sickler, Portland, OR
Madisen Sickler, Portland, OR
Shelley Sickler, Portland, OR
Tasmin Sickler, Portland, OR
Peter Szymczak, Portland, OR
Rob Tucker, Portland, OR
Melissa Williams, Eugene, OR
Fran Woodcock, Corvallis, OR
Ruby Wynn, Eugene, OR
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Wine Service
During the meals throughout the weekend, IPNC Sommelier
Ambassadors and Maîtres d’Hôtel will share a selection of current
and IPNC library wines with you. While there is always plenty of
wine, there are usually no more than 12 bottles of any single wine.
Those wines which are small in quantity and high in demand will
be circulated among the tables by the Maîtres d’Hôtel, so as many
people as possible will have the chance to taste each wine. These
individuals are distinguished sommeliers and wine directors who
donate their time to ensure our guests experience the finest service.
Please feel free to ask them about the wines. Our thanks to them for
their outstanding efforts on behalf of this event.

Maîtres d’Hôtel captains
Jessica Endsworth, Moët-Hennessy, Portland, OR
Bryan Hill, Seastar, Seattle, WA
Jeff Lindsay-Thorsen, RN74, Seattle, WA
Savanna Ray, Wildwood Restaurant, Portland, OR
Dawn Smith, Café Juanita, Seattle, WA
Kristen Young, RN74, Seattle, WA

Maîtres d’Hôtel

Fred Armstrong, Ringside Fish House, Portland, OR
Matt Berson, Carl’s Jr., Portland, OR
Ken Bolick, JORY at the Allison Inn & Spa, Newberg, OR
Gregory Cantu, Grüner, Portland, OR
Tom Champine, The Side Yard Kitchen, Seattle, WA
Ken Collura, Andina Restaurant, Portland, OR
Jackie Cooke, Avec Bistro, Calgary, AB Canada
Jason Crume, Toulouse Petit Kitchen & Lounge, Seattle
Kinn Edwards, del Alma, Corvallis, OR
Cyril Frechier, Marché Bistro & Wine Bar, Seattle, WA
Patrick Gaffney, Bar Avignon, Portland, OR
Kyle Gartlan-Close, Raincity Grill, Vancouver, BC
Colby Hayden, Multnomah Athletic Club, Portland, OR
Kiyallah Heatherstone, Rye Restaurant & Bar, Fall Creek, OR
Tia Hubbard, Gino’s Restaurant & Bar, Portland, OR
Kristen Koors, Great Wine Buys, Portland, OR
Jessica Lemons, Le Pigeon, Portland, OR
Celia McBride, Hawksworth Restaurant, Vancouver, BC
Chris Murphy, Eddie Martini’s, Wauwatosa, WI
Kim Oshiro, Vinotopia Restaurant & Wine, Portland, OR
Jeffrey Passerotti, Rye Restaurant & Bar, Eugene, OR
Phillip Patti, Marché Restaurant, Eugene, OR
April Pogue, Wild Ginger, Seattle, WA
Gaironn Poole, Spints Alehouse, Portland, OR
David Speer, Ambonnay Champagne Bar, Portland, OR
Todd Steele, Metrovino, Portland, OR
Michael Stiller, Nick’s Italian Café, McMinnville, OR
Joshua Thomas, Prospect, San Francisco, CA
Vanessa Treviño Boyd, Phillipe Restaurant, Houston, TX
Christopher Sky-Westmoreland, June, Portland, OR
Jeffrey Wilson, Laurelhurst Market, Portland, OR
John Zoller, Paley’s Place, Portland, OR
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Thank You
The International Pinot Noir Celebration is a not-for-profit
organization made possible by the contributions of a great many
people who donate their time, expertise, services, and products.
We especially wish to thank the following:
Our deepest thanks go to Dr. Thomas Hellie, President of Linfield
College, and the staffs of the Auxiliary Services and Physical
Plant Departments, especially Allison Horn and Spencer Ellis, in
providing their facilities, assistance, and overwhelming support.
Martine Saunier of Martine’s Wines, for her help and patience in
importing our international wines.
Trappist Abbey Wine Warehouse, for receiving and storing all the
wine for the IPNC, past and present.
David Autrey, Rob Kowal, Wayne Van Loon, and the Wine Room
Dudes, for orchestrating the delivery of every wine to each event
throughout the weekend.
Supply Hut, for delivering over and over and over and above.
Chef Andrew Biggs, Hunt & Gather Catering and Chef Mark
Hosack, Gracie’s, IPNC Kitchen Managers who direct a massive
team of volunteers and chefs with grace, skill and good humor.
Oregon Culinary Institute student volunteers for contributing their
time, talent and energy.
IPNC MetaVols (you know who you are). It could not be done
without you. Seriously.
Welcome to BevDave in his new role as NAB Chief.
Jamie Peha, Lisa Perez, Karri Norton, Amy Morris and Robert Kohrt. You
are awesome
Jean-Claude Berger, Marcia Sisley Berger, Susan Neel, Bob Neel,
Charles Ramseyer, Mina Williams and Bruce Rutkin for the feeding
and care of the hungry hoardes.
Mark Cooley because you lose your wife to IPNC every July and
never, ever complain.
Golden Valley and Heater Allen Breweries for providing beer for
the Salmon Bake.
Elk Cove Vineyards, Westrey Wine Co., and Stoller Vineyards for
the generous loan of their bio-diesel “Gators.” We wheely couldn’t
do it without you.
The managers and staff of Sodexho and Campus Dining Services at
Linfield College, for their phenomenal support of IPNC each year.
A special thanks to the dedicated Sodexho dish room team who
toil in heat and steam all weekend to provide us with crystal clear
stemware and so many other supplies.
Coach Larry Doty and Linfield Mens Basketball team for their
supreme patrolling efforts.
The hardworking Linfield College students who support IPNC all
weekend long.
The enthusiastic group of volunteers for Registration and the
Vineyard Tour & Winery Lunch.
The Stemware Logistics Team, for all their hard work ensuring that
glassware is readily available at each and every event.
Western Oregon Waste for graciously donating compost services
for the IPNC weekend.
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Board of Directors
& Staff
IPNC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mimi Casteel, Bethel Heights Vineyard
Ben Dyer, Laurelhurst Market & Ate-Oh-Ate
Anthony King, Lemelson Vineyards
Jason Lett, The Eyrie Vineyards
Linda Levy, Automotive Events
Kristin Marchesi, Montinore Estate
Anna Matzinger, Archery Summit
Sheila Nicholas, Anam Cara Cellars
Savanna Ray, Wildwood Restaurant
Bill Stoller, Stoller Vineyards
Maria Stuart, R. Stuart & Co.

IPNC Legal counsel

Walt Gowell, Haugeberg, Rueter, Stone, Gowell

IPNC STAFF

Amy Wesselman, Executive Director
Anne Nisbet, Culinary Director
Brian Richardson, Assistant Director
Samantha Lau, IPNC Market Manager
Katherine Thomas, IPNC Intern

Commitment to
Sustainability
We view the below efforts as an ongoing commitment to
preserve our world and improve the IPNC:
• Use post-consumer recycled paper whenever possible
• Adopt cork recycling with Cork Re-Harvest
• Use bio-diesel in buses and campus vehicles whenever possible
• Donate unused food goods to charity
• Sell organic logowear in IPNC gift shop
• Utilize local, organic, sustainably grown ingredients and
products whenever possible
• Rent reusable items in lieu of purchasing
• Keep all campus events within walking distance
• Compost food waste
• Reduce printed materials with email and website updates
• Provide shuttle service to local accommodations
• Recycle whenever possible
• Linfield President Thomas Hellie signed the American
College and University Presidents Climate Commitment,
pledging to neutralize green house gasses and support
research on re-stabilizing the earth’s climate

The IPNC reserves the right to refuse admittance or service
to any individual prior to or during the event, and to remove
any person(s) from the event whose actions are inappropriate,
unauthorized, or unlawful.
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Featured Wineries

ADEA Wine Company.................................................... 36
Alexana Winery.............................................................. 36
Alloro Vineyard.............................................................. 37
Anne Amie Vineyards..................................................... 37
Archery Summit.............................................................. 38
Ata Rangi........................................................................ 25
Au Bon Climat................................................................ 28
Averill Creek.................................................................. 19
B. Kosuge Wines............................................................ 28
Bergström Wines............................................................ 38
Bethel Heights Vineyard................................................. 39
Boedecker Cellars........................................................... 39
Bouchaine Vineyards...................................................... 29
Brittan Vineyards............................................................ 40
Broadley Vineyards........................................................ 40
Brooks Wines................................................................. 41
Capitello Wines.............................................................. 41
Chamisal Vineyards........................................................ 29
Chehalem....................................................................... 44
Cloudy Bay..................................................................... 26
Colene Clemens Vineyards............................................. 44
Cornerstone Oregon....................................................... 45
Craggy Range................................................................. 26
Cristom Vineyards.......................................................... 45
Dobbes Family Estate Winery......................................... 46
Domaine Charles Audoin............................................... 20
Domaine Fanny Sabre.................................................... 21
Domaine Fougeray De Beauclair.................................... 21
Domaine Henri Gouges.................................................. 22
Domaine Huber Verdereau............................................ 22
Domaine Lécheneaut..................................................... 23
Domaine Marc Roy........................................................ 23
Domaine Pavelot............................................................ 24
Domaine Serene............................................................. 46
En Route......................................................................... 30
Et Fille Wines................................................................. 47
Evesham Wood Vineyard & Winery............................... 47
Felton Road.................................................................... 27
Freeman Vineyard & Winery.......................................... 30
Ghost Hill Cellars........................................................... 48
Hamacher Wines............................................................ 48
Handley Cellars.............................................................. 31
Hanzell Vineyards.......................................................... 31
Hyland Estates................................................................ 49
Illahe Vineyards.............................................................. 49
J Vineyards & Winery..................................................... 32
Kingston Family Vineyards............................................. 20
La Crema........................................................................ 32
La Follette....................................................................... 33
Lange Estate Winery....................................................... 50
Lincourt Vineyards......................................................... 33
Luminous Hills............................................................... 50
Maison Ambroise........................................................... 24
Maison Louis Jadot......................................................... 25
Panther Creek Cellars..................................................... 51
Patricia Green Cellars..................................................... 51
Peay Vineyards............................................................... 34
Quails’ Gate................................................................... 19
Quartz Reef.................................................................... 27
R. Stuart & Co................................................................. 52
Ransom Wine Co........................................................... 52
Red Car Vineyards.......................................................... 34
Rex Hill.......................................................................... 53
Robert Sinskey Vineyards............................................... 35
ROCO Winery................................................................ 53
Scott Paul Wines............................................................ 54
Sineann.......................................................................... 54
Stoller............................................................................. 55
Talley Vineyards............................................................. 35
Tyee Wine Cellars.......................................................... 55
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Featured Chefs
Aviary, Jasper Shen, Sarah Pliner, Kat Whitehead............ 56
Bar Avignon, Eric Joppie................................................. 57
Bastille, Jason Stoneburner............................................. 57
The Bent Brick, Scott Dolich & Will Preisch................... 58
Boke Bowl, Patrick Fleming & Brannon Riceci............... 58
Bunk Sandwiches, Tommy Habetz & Nick Wood........... 59
Canlis, Jason Franey....................................................... 59
Community Plate, Jesse Kincheloe.................................. 59
cookie|box|, Marcia Sisley-Berger & Anne Nisbet.......... 60
The Country Cat Dinner House, Adam Sappington......... 60
The Dundee Bistro, Christopher Flanagan....................... 60
EaT: An Oyster Bar, Tobias Hogan & Ethan Powell.......... 61
Edmonds Community College, Charles Drabkin............. 61
Edmonds Community College, Traci Edlin...................... 61
Feastworks, Ashley & Ethan Bisagna............................... 62
Fino in Fondo, Eric Ferguson & Carmen Peirano............. 62
Gracie’s, Mark Hosack................................................... 63
Grüner, Chris Israel......................................................... 63
The Heathman Restaurant, Michael Stanton................... 63
Hunt and Gather Catering, Andrew Biggs....................... 64
Imperial, Ben Bettinger................................................... 64
Interurban, John Gorham................................................ 65
The Joel Palmer House, Christopher Czarnecki............... 65
Jory at the Allison Inn & Spa, Sunny Jin.......................... 66
Juniper Grove Farm, Pierre Kolisch................................. 66
Kame Japanese Restaurant, Meiko Nordin & Ko Kagawa.... 66
Ken’s Artisan Bakery, Ken Forkish................................... 67
La Capitale Brasserie, David Rosales.............................. 67
La Rambla, Timothy Hodges........................................... 67
Laurelhurst Market, Ben Dyer, David Kreifels & Jason Owens.68
Le Pigeon & Little Bird, Gabriel Rucker.......................... 68
Meat Cheese Bread, John Stewart................................... 69
Milwaukie Kitchen & Wine, Pascal Sauton..................... 69
Kristin D. Murray............................................................ 70
Ned Ludd, Jason French................................................. 70
Nostrana, Cathy Whims.................................................. 71
Olympic Provisions, Elias Cairo & Alex Yoder................ 71
Ox, Gregory Denton....................................................... 71
PBJ’s, Shane Chapman & Keena Tallman........................ 72
Pine State Biscuits, Walt Alexander, Kevin Atchley, Brian Snyder. 72
Pix Patisserie, Cheryl Wakerhauser................................. 72
Recipe, Paul Bachand..................................................... 73
Red Fox Bakery, Laurie Furch......................................... 73
RN74, Seis Kamimura..................................................... 73
The Salmon Crew........................................................... 74
Salt & Straw, Kim & Tyler Malek..................................... 74
Salumeria di Carlo, Fred Carlo........................................ 74
Soubise, Gabriel Gil....................................................... 75
Terrace Kitchen, Fernando & Marlene Divina................. 75
Timberline Lodge, Jason Stoller Smith............................. 76
Trace Seattle, Steven Ariel.............................................. 76
Trellis, Brian Scheehser................................................... 77
Two Tarts Bakery, Elizabeth Beekley............................... 77
Wildwood Restaurant, Dustin Clark................................ 77
Woodsman Tavern, Jason Barwikowski........................... 78
Xocolatl de David, David Briggs..................................... 78
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